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COLONEL ROOSEVELT
AMONG THOSE PRESENT
New York, April 16. Leaders of
the Progressive party gathered here
today at the call of the executive committee to discuss plans for fall elections In several states and to perfect
organization work. Theodore Roosevelt was not present when the meeting was called to order but was expected later.
The party situation in New York,
TennesNew Jersey, Massachusetts,
see and Virginia, which are among the
states holding fall elections, was the
chief topic. A quorum of the executive committee was present. It had
vacancies to fill in the membership
of the national committee caused by
the death of Henry K. Cochran, of
Arkansas and the resignation of Mrs.
Isabella Blaney, of California, one of
women
the four national committee

at large.
THE COLONEL ARRIVES.
New York, N. Y., April 10. Colonel
Roosevelt entered the meeting shortly
after it was called to order.

viomf, April 16. The lawyer Patri-arcwho represents the holy See,
was summoned to the Vatican this
morning. The same lawyer drew up
the last, will and testament of Pope
Leo XIII.
The aggravation which occurred
last evening in the pope's condition
reached its climax shortly before midnight and then gradually wore off in
the early morning hours.
When Prof. Marchiafava entered the
sick room this morning, just before
half past seven, the fever had entireThe expectoration,
ly disappeared.
which had been abundant during the
night, was considered by the profes
sor to be somewhat better, both m
color and in substance. The injec
tions administered by Dr. Amici in
the course of the night had produced
the desired effect of keeping up the
strength of the patient's heart, although the general weakness had Increased.
PASSED A QUIET DAY,
.
Rome, April 16. Tonight's bulletin on the condition of Pope' Pius
says :
"His holiness passed a quiet day
without fever. This evening his temThe catarrhal
perature was 98
and bronchial affection Is in the same
condition as this morning."
--

LOWEST SALARY
IN COLORADO
TO BE $1200 COFFEE SUIT TO
BE DISMISSED
Denver, Colo., April 16 Approximately 15 hours after the time fixed
for final adjournment, at G p. m.,
April 15, the nineteenth general assembly of Colorado actually closed its
deliberations about 9 o'clock this
morning.
The clocks in both houses had been
set back and the records will show
that adjournment was taken at 6 p.
m. on the legislative day of April 15.
The failure of two conference committees to agree on the long appropriation bill and the prolonged discussion of that measure by a third conference committee chiefly was responsible for prolonging the session
throughout the night. Not until
about 2:45 this morning did the com
mittee adjust its differences and it
was two hours later before the senate
and house finally gave approval to the
conferees report.
In the agreement on the long appropriation bill the senate approved a
raise of about 60 per cent and the
house a reduction of approximately 30
per cent in figures contained in the
senate and house bills. The house
agreed to the senate bills on congressional and legislative reapportionment. No agreement was reached on
the bank guaranty bill.
The final agreement on the long appropriation measure was reached after an extended conference in the office of overnor E. M. Ammons.
Under its terms, the lowest salary
paid by the state will be $1200 and no
salary reductions were made except
in cases where the incumbent receives
more than $1500 annually.
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as a result of definite assurances from the Brazilian government that the 900,000 bags of coffee,
valued at $10,000,000 stored in New
York, have been sold to bonafide pur-

them. Should elections be delayed very
long and a break come between Diaz
and Huerta, I don't know where a man
could be found capable of controlling

cisco

Gonzales

Gante,

confidential

tion in Mexico, today established
headquarters here and issued a statement predicting the downfall of the
Huerta government and the capture
of Mexico City by the Carranza forces.
He declared that Huerta had surrounded himself with 3,000 infantry
at the national palace while Felix
Diaz has encampel practically all the
federal artillery on his private estate.
New Orleans, April 16. A cablegram denying that Mexican rebels
had taken Tamplco was received here
today by Consul General Ornelas
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Washington, D. C, April 17 The
senate's investigation of alleged police negligence in the protection given to women during the suffrage parade March 3 was resumed today
when members of the District of Columbia police force were again called
as witnesses.
and

Senators Jones, Pomerene
lingham, constituting the

'

expect the investigation

Dil-

will be
'

finished soon.

from Francisco de ,1a Barra, Mexican
minister for foreign affairs.
Press dispatches Sunday night stated federal "irregular" troops under
the brothers Cedillo had revolted and
taken Tampico and Cardenas.
TO ATTACK GUAYMAS.
Naco, Ariz., April 16. After a continuous conference of 48 hours, 1200
constitutionalists with all their war
equipment, including horses and 83
federal prisoners under personal command of General Obregon, left in four
trains this morning' for Hermosillo,
thence to attack Guaymas. Colonel
Alvarado and 350 men equipped with
horses and ammunition was left in
command of the Naco garrison. As
the train left the depot the air resounded with "viva Madero."
TRAIN BLOWN UP.
Boulder, Colo., April 10 W. S
Robertson, formerly o! Colorado, and
later a conductor in Mexijj was killed
last week when his train was blown
up by rebels between Cnanea and
Naco, according to a mnpiniie received
here by his sister, Mre. William A.
Perry. The message cam's from the
secretary of the Order af Railway Con,

no de-

tails.

BATTLESHIPS SAIL.
Philadelphia, April 16. The battleships Minnesota and Idaho sailed
from the Philadelphia navy yard today for Mexico to relieve the battleNebraska,
ships Virginia,
Georgia,
New Jersey and Rhode Island that
have been stationed in southern waters during the warfare in Mexico.
The battleships that are to be relieved will proceed to Boston to prepare
for target practice.
The battleship Connecticut will
sail from the Philadelphia navy yard
for Mexico next Friday.
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HEATED DISCUSSIONS
ABOUT

CREDENTIALS

Washington, D. C, April 16. Delegates to the congress of the Daughters of the American Revolution were
ready for the election of officers when
in continental hall
they
today. Three women had been nominated' last midnight for the leaderof
ship Mrs. John Miller Horton,
Buffalo, N. Y., the "regular" candidate
supported by the administration; Mrs.
Wm. Cummings Storey, of New York
City, and Mrs. Charles B. Bryan, of
Memphis, Tenn,
Three voting machines had been installed and very few had been instructed in their use. Much confu
sion resulted.
On the floor of the congress heated
discussions regarding the work
of
the reconstructed credentials committee continued.
At the voting room, workers for the
various party candidates were much
In evidence and campaign literature
was being distributed.
This was objected to and all campaign literature and party workers
163,000 are striking."
were excluded from the vicinity.
17,000 AT ANTWERP.
Voting progressed very slowly and
Antwerp, April 10. The number ofj as there are 1,108 registered delegates
strikers at this seaport reached
entitled to vote, it is estimated the
today. There seems no inclination result of the election will not be made
on the part of other workmen to join known until late
tonight or tomorrow
the movement.
morning.
IN OLD BRUGES.
Bruges, April 16. The manufacturers of this district have posted notices UlCE COMMISSION
calling attention to the impossibility
SEEKS EUIDENCE
of filling the orders they have on hand
FROM CAFES
as their workmen are on strike.
They point out that no new order
are coming in and that many of r
Chicago, 111., April 16 The Illicustomers are placing their oiders nois senate vice commission before
abroad, thus adding to the dislocation leaving for Springfield last night, set
of Industry and. increasing the loss to work several investigators whose
both to employes and employers.
duties were specified as obtaining evidence from cafes, which are considered by slumming parties "places to
FATHER DUFFV
fre seen," theaters and the big hotels
in the city. They will keep a special
watch for lewd or suggestive songs or
entertainment of uny sort.
16.
Rev.
The
Cheyenne, Wyo., April
"When we question the owner of a
James A. Duffy, rector of St. Mary's
small or an acknowledged
'shady,'
Cathedral here since 1904, was today
place'" said Lieut. Governor O'Hara,
consecrated bishop of the newly cre- "the owner
always says: 'They do
ated Catholic diocese at Kearney, this at such and such a
theater, or at
Neb. The ceremony took place in St.
this restaurant or that hotel; why
Mary's Cathedral in the presence of can't I?'
an imposing assemblage of Catholic
"And the fellow is right. For why
clergy.
can't he? The answer ought to be
Archbishop James A. Keane, of Du- that he can't, and that the theater,
buque, Iowa, celebrated Pontifical high hotel or cafe owner likewise cannot."
consecrators were
mass, and the
Bishop McGovern, of Cheyenne, and
GOV. SULZER ORDERS
Bishop Scannell, of Omaha. Fifteen
INVESTIGATION,
about
and
were
Bishops
fifty priests
present.
Albany, N. Y., April 16. After a
Bishop Duffy is 39 years old. His conference with the attorney general
first appointment was as assistant in
and the state commissioner of labor,
the churck in the Immaculate ConcepGovernor Sulzer today ordered a pubtion, Minneapolis.
lic investigation of the strike of the
SUFFRAGETTES ARESUMMONED.
employes of the International HarLondon, April 16. "General" Mrs. vester; company at Auburn,
Flora Drummond, one of the leaders ernor said he had received
of the militant suffragettes, received the company that furthei
p summons from the police authorities dismantling
its plant woi
trday to appear at the Bow street po- in abeyance pending his
lice court on Friday to answer to a settle the dispute.
charge of inciting to crime and mis"It is my opinion that
demeanor, under the Btatute of Ed- can be amicably sett'ed if the employ--.
ward III.
erB and the employes will keep cool,
use common sense and a little good
Pies, of Texas, offered the first amend- judgment," said the governor.
ment to place a duty of 15 per cent
The governor urged the employes
on raw wool. The discussion was cer- to return to work pending the investain to be prolonged.
tigation of the differences.
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it now closely follows the
lines of the alien ownership act which
RECEIVED SUCH COMPLAINTS
CAM for the
PLANS FOR A VIGOROUS
past decade has been strictly
SAID
TARIFF
PROVISIONS
enforced in the District of Columbia
PAIGN.
land the territories of the United
HAVE BEEN FILED
'States, without objection from any
government.
foreign
To lodge an objection to the measure based on strict equity, probably ATTACK PLANNED
THE NEW SECRETARY! It would be necessary for the Japan-- :
AND

chasers.
Attorney General McReynolds today
said the United States would accept
Brazil's assurance that the coffee no
the right
American resHnta '
,
;
longer was in control of the valoriza- $ Jt S S S S S S X S X X S Sjto acquire property in fee simple, a
V privilege which, though intended to be
OFFICERS OF SANTA FE
tion committee. Brazil declared the
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
coffee ha sheen sold to 78 roasters in
conferred by treaty, so far has been
!33 cities of 20 American states. Had
President
Henry H. Dorinau. Vvithheld in general application.
J ames - j
the compromise not been reached, it S
First
was within the power of the United
W. Norment.
T. Z. M CRANE MAV GET
States government to seize the coffee
Second
under a new law passed by congress
GUILD'S JOB
Winter.
aa direct result of the coffee suit
Treasurer II. S. Kaune.
J. A. Jeancou.
Secretary
Washington. D. C, April 16. Chas.
X

the country.
"The situation is worse today than
when' Huerta took the chair, regardless of reports.
"Business in the country is in bad
shape. Silver and copper have gone
down and exchange has gone up. All
the smelters of the country, with the
plant,
exception of the Chihuahua
have practically been shut down for
seme time."'
n
It is not known whether Mr.
has brought to the attention of
the state department his solution of
the Mexican trouble.
Washington, D. C, April 16. Fran- ductors at Cananea, ani gave
Har-rou-

J. fKjVXLrtw

1

Washington, D. C, April 16. The
inlien and land holding bill as passed
ty the lower house of the California
legislature yesterday in its amended
form, is regarded by the officials here
aB mucn more difficult than the orig-

COMMERCE
MARKED ELECTION

TELU tiyj

CALIFORNIA NOW
PUTS IT UP TO
LITTLE NIPPON

OF

CHAMBER

Washington, D. C, April 16. The
suit against the Brazilian ENTHUSIASM
cofvalorization scheme the
OFFICERS
fee trust will be dismissed within a
few

f

our

SLAMME4J

H.H.D0RMAN HEADS

anti-tru-

HUERTA TAKES INFANTRY;
DIAZ KEEPS ARTILLERY
"Mexico has three strong men left
Felix Diaz, Huerta and Trevino.
They are all military men which the
head of the government should be at
present. Trevino is not an aggressive
man, but is more of a peacemaker,
end is too far along In years to take
the chair. Felix Diaz and Huerta are
at present at the head of the government, and there Is little doubt that
trouble is already brewing between

(

Brussels, Belgium, April 1. A statement issued by the ministry of the
interior this morning admits
that
"257,000 men have joined the national
political strike of the Belgian workers
who have chosen this means of forcing the grant of manhood suffrage,"
and the abolition of the system by
which wealthy citizens are given
plural voting power.
The Kocialists leaders today claimed that the total number of strikers
ia over 100,000.
It is stated that the Belgian government finds itself with a very small
supply of coal to rim the state railroads. This supply is likely to be exhausted by the end of the week, thus
crippling transport facilities.
Lack of fuel will also cause the
stopping or many electric ana gas
plants and prevent many thousand
from working.
Emile Candervelde,
the Socialist
leader, today completed a tour of the
provinces of Hainaut and Namur. He
summed up his observations as follows:
"All business is stagnant throughout
the industrial district. Of the
workmen in the two provinces
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Washington. D. C, April 16. "Fifteen per cent ad valorem cuty on raw
wool," was the standing of th.3 organ-ized opposition to the new administration free wool bill when the Demo-

1

cratic

caucus

today resumed

consid-

IS BISHOP

eration of the new tariff bill.
With southern and New England
Democrats still fighting the cotton
S
$
$
$
R. Crane of Chicago, who is known to rates
wool"
proposed, the "anti-frebe foremost among those whom Presi- members were planning their attack
elected
officers
the
are
The above
dent Wilson has had under considera- cn schedule K which the caucus exby the Santa Fe chamber of commerce tion for appointment' as ambassador pected to reach before the close of the
to Kilssia, was a vvniie House cuner
for the term of one year.
The election was held last night at today and the executive offices were
Washington, D. C, April
about the subject of his visit. !r(jBentativG rordfilI Hlll1 nf Tennessee.
Assembly hall in the old Palace midst
enthusiasm that augurs well for the
Secretary Bryan, however, who was author of the income tax ,aw dpt.iared
upbuilding of an organization which a caller about tne same time, was trday that complaints of life insurance
has for its object the development asked about the incumbency of the companies against the provisions of
Curtis Guild, the law as affecting
of Santa Fe.
ambassador,
present
thein were
Other features of the meeting were and said that Mr. Guild had been groundless.
One contention of the
the naming of committees to solicit granted a two months' leave of ab- companies is that dividends, which
new members for the chamber of com- sence on account of his health.
would be taxed under the law, deThose familiar with procedure in clared by mutual and participating
merce, and to raise funds; the readservice thought it companies, are not dividends in the
ing of reports as to Improvements the diplomatic
contemplated by the telephone com- strange that Mr. Guild would take a commercial sense of the word, but
pany and the announcement made by two months' leave if he were soon to are simply refunds of a portion of an
John B. McManus, superintendent of be supplanted, and also recalled that overcharge collected with the annual
the state penitentiary, that convict la Mr. Crane on a former occasion had premium, held in trust and at stated
bor will soon be given the city.
let it be known that his business periods, returned to the rclicy ho'ders.
Some lively discussions took place woui(j not permit of his absence from
The ways and means committee conthat aroused interest and the best of the United States at present.
tends an exhaustive investigation of
beMr. Crane was appointed ambassa- books of insurance companies show)
harmony prevailed, the sentiment
ing that now was the time to strike dor to China by former President Taft that in many cases the earning? of
and accomplish greater things for but was recalled before he sailed companies from previous investment
Santa Fe.
and holdings are nearly as larga as
from San Francisco.
J. W. Norment, as vice president,
the amounts which are annually dis
President
of
in
absence
the
tributed as dividerds, and that, it does
NOT KNOWN IN COLORADO.
piesided
Renehan, and Rupert F. Asplund acted
not appear that a separation of
Colorado Springs, Colo., April 16.
as secretary.
Mrs. Bessie Trezise, who committed sources of income is modo for tl o purWILL TRY TO
Reports of the finance committee suicide at Grand Junction today is pose of ascertaining the funds avail
were deferred and the chamber passed not known to have ever lived here. able for dividends.
FLY cR GROSS
The committee holds that a policy
The name does not appear in the dion
page three).
(Continued
holder is not promised a ref and, but
rectories for several years.
a participation in the rurplus of prjf
Las Halmas, Canary Islinds, April
WINS THE CUP.
its, and the plea that the dividen'.' is 16. The dirigible balloon Suchaid li
Johanisthal, Germanv,
April 16.
a refund of a portion of the premium is
ready for the voyage mros the At- Pierre Daucourt, a French aviato., aracthan
of
a distribution
rather
the
lantic, which Joseph BraoKM, formerly rived at the aerodrome here at 6:'3
tual surplus of the company dn.ived of Milwaukee, proposes to mako as this
evening from Paris, winning his
OFFERED.!
fiom all sources is not consistent. On soon as the weather is fioralle for race with Edmund Audemars .'or the
SITES AND PRICES ARE
that basis, it is held, that the in
the start.
The two men
$1,500 Pemmery cup.
companies are in a positU n to
Provisions and wafer s iffieicnt tor left the suburbs of Paris shortly aftnow
streets
dividends
declare
above;
three
which
will
cor.form
on
the
locate
Sam
Where will Uncle
facing
25 days has been taken on board. er 5 o'clock this morn.'";:
Tho dis"
new Santa Fe postofflce?
occupied by Santa Fe Eagle and other to the commercial definition of d'vi- - Brucker is convinced he will make tance is 535 miles. Audemars was
In
run
out
tenants
dends.
Barbadoes or Trinidad before April 2S. unable to go further than W'anne, Ger-This question has been asked with tenants; leases of
Chairman Underwood declared to- - Engineer Kruger and Mechanician Imany, today.
few months. One block from plaza.
much intetest for some days. At all
Southwest corner San Francisco andjeiay that no protests against provi- Peter, both Germans, comp'ete the
The feature of the race was the
s
of the tariff bill from foreign crew.
events, the sites suggested to the gov- Sandoval street. $11,000; now
long and daring daylight flight of Dauernment by Santa Feans, with prices pied by saddler's shop and other ten governments had been forwarded to
TRIES TO FLY TO BERLIN.
court.
He encountered
dec;de'y
the committee. He has heard indi- - Villa Coublay, France, April 16. Edattached are now known. There were ants: three blocks from plaza.
weather
whi.o crossing the
stormy
such
had
been
B.
that
protests
six offers and Representative H.
Northeast corner Don Gaspar avenue rectly
mund Audemars, the Swiss aviator, Ardennes, but his
f'.ig:t was very litstarted from here at a quarter past tle affected until he arc'vcl in the
iergusson has just wired the New and Sparks street, $10,000; property tiled in tne state department,
Mexican, in reply to a query, just what with no hulldines thereon: lately used! An amendment to place cotton five this morning in an attempt to fly vr.lley' of the Rhine
e
here bis
on the free list and another to Berlin.
they are. He says. "Have just pro- as Aerdome Amusement park; two stockings
was tossed up and down In the
10 reduce the proposed
rate
of
forty
for."
Then
he
blocks from plaza.
cured data you ask
Buc, France, April 16. Pierre
air sometimes for a diaimc of 15(1
fifty per cent ad valorem were
a French aviator, left here at & yards by the strong and
states that the sites and prices offerNortheast corner Palace avenue and
varying
An
to
Noted
amendment
down.
ed "for the location of the new fed- Otero streets, $5000; opposite ,court
o'clock this morning on an aeroplane winds.
ease the duty on cotton gloves also flight to Berlin.
and sanitarium: unoccupied;
eral building to be erected in Santa
MACHINES WERE DEFECTIVE.
was lost.
FLYING TO BERLIN.
B'e" are as follows:
no buildings; one block from plaza.
Monte Carolo, April 16. The maRAW
FIGHT.
WOOL
for
race
A
16.
and Mafcy
Corner Lincoln and Palace avenues,
avenue"
flyiiK
paris, April
Washington
chines used by Garros and Espanel deThis is the property owned street, $4000; vacant lot; opposite Dt
When the caucus resumed consider-- j the Pommery cup, valued at $,'0,
$25,000.
in the race and
veloped defects
Under- for cross country
aeropltne flights they returned to early
by the city board of education, ana Vargas hotel; once proposed site for ation of the bill, Chairman
starting point.
was optioned to the promoters of the Scottish Rite Cathedral; one tilock wood, whoBe physical condition was was started by two avktn ., Kdmuiv
the American, also was obliged
Dau-anDe Vargas hotel two years ago for from plaza.
evidently much improved, took charge Audermars, a Swiss, and Pierre
to retire o naccount of trouble with his
from
the
a
Exon
court,
cotton
was
Dr.
the
Frenchman,
work
It is now occupied by
begun
It will be noted that the "Old
$10,000.
machine when near the finish of the
Thi-fSeveral attempts to alter skirts of Paris thiu morninn
David L. Knapp and other tenants. Op- change hotel" property on the southwas IJprlin. ST, miles 150 knot course. Weimann entered
on
of
reductions
point
objective
the
figdoes
not
Plaza.
east
of
corner
the
duty
proposed
plaza
posite
the contest representing the United
erre
prn
Hanover, Germany,
Palace avenue, Cathedral place and ure in the above list, and the supposi- collars and cuffs were defeated.
but driving a French water
9 at five minutes States,
reached
hp!
wool
on
raw
free
was
no
The
made
this
of
San Francisco street, $16,500: prop- tion is that
began paucourt
offer.
fight
aeroplane.
v.
to
Berlin.
on
his
one
after
ay
late in the afternoon. Representative j
erty owned by the Catholic church; site.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
WHY IT SL'CCFEDS

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per
Get

Our Prices

On

Nothing can T good for everything.
Doing one thing well brings suc-

Doz.

cess.

Doan's Kidney Pills are for one
thing only.
For weak or disordered kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe evidence to prbve
their worth.

Flour and Potatoes.

Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
"For several
Fe, N. Mex., says:
years I had trouble from my back and
It was hard for me to
kidneys.
work, owing to pains in my loins and
a sudden movement aggravated my
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
too frequent desire to void the kidney
secretions and the passages were
scanty and painful. Public statements
given by local people who had used
Doan's Kidney Pills with effect, in.
I found reduced me to try them.
lief at once and after I had finished
the contents of one box, my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
normal and I feel better In every
way."
B'or sale by ail dealers. . Price 60
n
Co.,
Buffalo,
cents,
New York, sole agents for the United
fclates.
Remember tbe name Doan's and
take no other.

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

WINTER GROCERY CO.
PHOFE 40.

Foster-Milbur-

Wood

oal

A HUMAN

WHITE

1

BEING IN
HOUSE

JUST NOW
IT WAS A GOOD SHOW AT THE WHITE

Lameness

HOUSE WITH PACKED HOUSE AND
GREAT APPLAUSE

WHEN WILSON

EXHIBITED HIS DEMOCRACY.

MEMBERS

TANGLED IIP

That we leapjjhe:

PROCESSION
OUR LINE

Or
Became wcve cor
IN

"Sloan's Liniment surpasses anything on earth fur lameness in herpes
and other l"rse ailments. I would
Dot sleep without itln my stable."
Mahtin Iovlb,
432 We. t lth St., Kew York City.

ON TARIFF QUESTION
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, April 16. In his
favorite role of "human being," President Wilson is making a big hit. The
show at the capitol went big; packed
house, fine press notice, great applause a sure thing for a long run.
The matinee next afternoon when the
senate finance committee were special
guests, was equally a success. Eveiy-bod-

RriSOLVElD

Sloan's Liniment is a quick
and reliable remedy for lameness in horse3 and other farm
animals.

-

said it was'the best presentation

OUR ABILITV TO
LICK THE WORLD
JUST IDLE BOAST

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18,

BUSINESS

The dooEtfWDWE:

Good for Swelling end Abscess.
Ala. H. 51 C ibbs, of Lawrenoe, Kan.,
E. P. D., So,
writes:" I had a niare
with an abui'Ms on her neck and one

bottleof Sloan's Liniment entirely
cured her. J keep it all the time for
galls and snvt !l swellings and for everything about do stock.'' .
60o,

U

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT

ALTHOUGH WE KEEP AGOING WE ARE HERE TO STAY. IF YOU DEAL
WITH US YOU WILL BE HEI5E TO STAY. THE WAY WE EXPECT TO
STAY IS TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS GOOD, RELIABLE HARDWARE AND
FAINTS FOR THE MONEY. IF YOU WANT PAINTS, OILS OR VARNISH
COME TO US. WE KEEP THE KIND THAT DRIES QUICKLY AND PRESERVES YOUR PROPERTY. OUR GOOD PAINT IS A GOOD INVESTMENT.

or the role of human being given in
is a quick and safe remedy
Washington by a president of the
for hog cholera.
United States since Jefferson tied his
WOOD-DAVI- S
horse to a hitching post and took the
Governor of Georgia usee
Sloan's Liniment for Hog Cholera.
oath of office with his hat on.
Phone 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE VE HAVE "IT."
Phone 14.
" I heanl Gov. Brown (who Is quite a
Washington, April 16. "When the
Quite seriously, however, the presi
irmor ) f it that he had never lost a
American
a
for
greater
people plead
dent is making wonderful headway in
hog from uholera and that his remedy
always w.tg a tablespoovfti of Sloan's
navy we will have it, and not till his dealing with congress.
Whether
m a gallon oc slops, decreasDomestic Lump
j.imment
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
tl'.en," declared Secretary Daniels in it is due to the fact that he goes and
ing the dose as the animal unproved.
Last month Gov. Brown and myself
an address at the annual banquet of meets the senators face to face at the
were nt the .Agricultural
College
the Navy league of the United States
building mid in the discussion of the
capitol building, or to some other rearavages of the disease, Gov. Brown
here tonight.
son, the persuasion
results. The
gave tnc remedy named as unfailing,"
"If we can convince the people of the house Is now
" Obskrver."
at
his heels
following
Satakhab Daily News.
Phone One Double 0 J.
United States that the navy is theirs like a well
setter.
trained
senate
The
All
At
Dealers. 85c, 50c. St 81.00.
and that you and I are here as their finance
committee is
81n.tT!
Book on Horsps, Cattle,
servants to carry out their wishes and beside the house. It trotting along
liugs and 1'oultry sent free.
remains only for
interests in regard to it," said the the
Address
Sr.
Earl 8. Sloan, Boston,
wool
and
sugar
gentlemen to come
secretary, "I will feel that my service to heel and
are showing signs of
they
here has not been in vain.
"I do not want the people to feel that coming.
They all appear to feel the presi
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
the navy is anchored somewhere away
dent's charm. Charm!
that is the constituted. Rev. B. Z. McCoilough
from them in the far
of pro-ODS, Electricity plays a most impoYxttt
frtaairtnnlia'm
that if la mnnrfirl word. What is it that gets them? All was received into the membership of
wants
to
the
know.
see
of'
Presbvterv
Washington
from'the
They
Presbytery,
j
rtant part. The grandfather would
the American home, and
alongside
ammans tameu, uui iney (ion i un of Yellowstone, Montana.
I want them to
for
be amazed
the radiance of the mod- derstand
the
method.
It is not the
Rev. R. C. Jackson, of Farmington,
know about It, not only its glories of
To El Pas0 Blsbee, Douglass and
A
the past, but its present efficiency and circus animal tamer, going into the was then elected moderator for the
ern
home and why all this light? To
1
I Li all points in New Mexico, Arl- lion's cage with his pistol and long
its future possibilities."
year; Rev. Russel, of Roy, temporary
make
blacksnake
the home more homelike to make
tha
teaat
whip, sending
clerk, and Rev. Gabino Rendon and
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Referring to the victories of the
cowering to his corner; it is not that Rev. Tomas Atencio,
he
in
the
war,
navy
The
home
the
the most pleasant spot on earth
interpreters.
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
said many people thought those victor- kind of a show. It is more like that session for today began with a devofor father, mother and children. Good light
ies show that this country is not in old exhibition which used to cone til tional service, led by Rev. Whitlock,
need of any larger navy, but the wise town once in a while given by the of LumLerton.
The business of the
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
"professor" who had a way of laming Presbytery was then stated.
men took an opposite view.
bad
horses.
desired.
Those who have seen the
This preparedness," he added ' can
Tonight there will be a popular
be had only by rounding out and com- show will remember how there would
meeting addressed by Rev. Gabino
be
in
moBt
the
vicious
and
brought
the
it
quadpleting
making
large
navy
Hendon on the subject: "Our Work
enough to be the strong right arm- of ruped procurable in the township, and Among the
and
the republic, and to do work for which after everybody else had failed to ride aiso
by Rev. George Needles on the
him and the beast had half killed a
the right arm is intended, not for
"Work Among the Navajos."
not for injury to others, but couple of grooms and broken up a subject;
for protection of oneself and one s wagon and a buggy, the professor
would step up, and with a few deft PRODUCTS
country.
"Let us have done for once and for- passes before the animal's eyes, and
CATTLE HEALTHY
ever with the silly boasting of the a gentle word in his ear, would conthat we are able to lick any vert the vicious beast into a ladies
stripling
for Rates and Full lnformation'Address
The examination of cattle, mentionnation on earth.
D
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
is thus with our new professorial ed yesterday, was not one of all the
"Let us have done with threats, but
P. AGENT,
F
IENT
as
to touch the button and
let us have done with the
president. He is so gentle, so quiet, cattle in this locality, but a special
EL PASO, TEXAS.
of our naval strength, the to dignified; he speaks so softly and examination, made solely for the San
your stove is ready to cook your
minimizing of our naval esprit de smiles with such a persuasive smile. to Fe Products company, at their re
iron
ready to use, your toasted
of
The
which
would
examination was made by
that spirit
corps
deny He walks right up to the kicking quest.
that our naval heroes of today are brutes and pats them on the neck. He F. H. Barr. a man who has had a laree
hurried
for
the
breakfast, your vacuready
potentially as famous as the men tells them in a low tone what ought, to amount of experience in this and other
for
um
cleaner
the
ready
fray, your washer
whose names are on every tongue."
happen and behold! immediately tt be- states and who is commissioned anil
to
fan
Daniels
that
cleanse,
declared
to
to
authorized
be the cattle sanitary
ready to cool the heatready
Secretary
gins
happen.
between
there must be
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
See what he has done to Under- board to conduct examinations as to
raval experts and the people if the wood. For two years Underwood and the health of milch cows and so forth.
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
lutter are to be given correct infor- bis house majority have stood like a The remarkable showing made by the
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
day and night' Estimates and full information concerning the development; Jock
against free wool. If Colonel' Santa Fe Products company is made
of Jhe navy, "People must be Invited
mation cheeerfully given.
40
of
out
in
of
a
the
fact
that
herd
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Bryan even intimated that free wool
to make suggestions and to criticize," was
what the party ought to father cows, owned by that company not one
said he. "The public officer who does there was at once
Ranked as "Distinguished
a bucking exhibition ol them are found to be in any way un
not like suggestions and criticisms has with Mr.
a:
Institution " by the U S.
Bryan land'iu; on h's head. healthy. This gives the company
no business in the public service,
wool was a heresy to Underwood. clean bill of health, and insures pure
Free
War Department.
whether it be the man who puts coal It was not
milk coming from that source.
possible. Free sugar was
ir. the dreadnought or the man in the
Located In the beautiful Pecos
as
a
The
house
only
possible
theory.
Valley. 3,700 feet above sea level,
White House."
leaders never took the subject serioussunshine every day. Ooen air
sesBut
comes
Professor Wil- Tuberculosis Medicine
ly.
along
work throughout the entire
Conditions for physical
son and leader Underwood is hitched
sion.
SWING
ON
LEFT
Saved This Man's Life
and mental development are
to the family buggy and is drawing
NOSE up
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Pneumonia is a serious disease, nnd
wool
a
free
the
load
of
without
wiggle
Fouroftpu lnys the foundation for chronic lunir
elsewhere In America.
his ears.
trpulilea sometimes Tuberculosis results.
teen officers and instructors, all
After
J'neunioiiin, or any serious or stub16.
W.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
For giving
Va., April
Elkins,
Notice what occurred in the case of born cold,
It Is wise to take Eckmun's Algraduates from standard Easthis sweetheart. Miss Laura Bent, Senator F. M. Simmons, of
terative. Don't" wait to And out whether
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
the trouble is getting worse, but tnke
d0
modern in every respect.
daughter of Judge Jas. A. Bent, a pro
This is the same Simmons who l'.t'kninu
s Alterative in time and nvold
minent attorney, a bloody nose in a voted for the duties of the lumber the dnugcrs of disease.
Uead of the
Regents:
recovery in this case:
lovers' quarrel, S. Dole Ashford, ot trust in violation of his
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
330 No. 41st St., Phlla., Po.
E. A. CAHOON, President.
campaign
Washington, D. C, was sentenced by promises, and boasted of his course,
Gentlemen: I am getting alonu very
J. E. RHEA,
LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
and
nicely
M.
time.
M.
Smith to pay a fine $10
gaining strength all the
Justice
J. P. 'WHITE. Treasurer.
saying that he would vote for any pro- I now weigh
J54 poun, a gain since
STEAM
COAL
and costs or serve a term of 40 days tective duties which would save
WOOD
CORD
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
M,
September
28
of
J!K7,
mora
the than when I first started to pounds
In the County jail.
take the AlW. A. FINLAY.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
tariff on his home state products. Tfow terative. I wish
I hud known of It two
Ashford
chose
the former op- Simmons is chairman of the senate years ago, as It would have saved me
Young
For particulars and Illustrated
Montezuma
much
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot
nnd
distress.
BuI
was
misery
tion and promptly paid tne line.
address,
committee on finance, and is assisting ffering from a very serious abscessed
Ashford is a student at Davis and President Wilson to secure free lum lung, which followed a bod nttnek of
pneumonia. My physician and a specialist
COL.jAS.W.W!LLSON,Sfjpt.
Elkins College. The quarrel took ber, free wool, and one-cesugar with declared my case hopeless. I cannot hut
place on a principal street of the city the duty entirely off three years later. be thankful to you and the Almighty
(iod for the great blessing and change
and attracted a large crowd.
Since Saul of Tarsus saw a great light of health It has broueht
me."
(Sworn Affidavit)
THOS. KEIIXY.
The girl ran into her father's office while on his way to persecute the
(Five years later, reports good health.)
with blood streaming from her nose, Christians, no such conversion
Kekman's Alterative Is effective iu Bronhas
chitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
and the father rushed out and accost- been seen among our noted
1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 HI
I I 1 1 1: 1
l I i
public Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
ed her assailant. The scene which fol- sinners.
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
Ask for booklet
lowed was interrupted by the Chief
The senators from rice growing telling of recoveries,drugs.
and write to Eckman
cf Police, who halted the trio before states see the
Laboratory,
for more eviPhiladelphia.
cut
down
on
Pa.,
their
duty
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
Mayor Marstiller. Judge Bent confes- rice and say they like It. The Demo- dence. For sale by all reading nruggisti
sed that he attacked Ashford and was crats from
td by Zook's Phamacy in Santa Fe
the wheat producing
fined $10, but made no charge against
- OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
commend the president's free
Ashford choosing to make a state case flour
and had rather help
proposition,
of the offense.
The trial in Justice fill the market basket than to further
Smith's court this afternoon resulted. benefit by any form of special privYour House
You
ilege. The beet sugar senators are la
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
boring with the wicked represents
tives of the sugar trust trying to show
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this- - paper will be the latter the blindness of their state.
Percolators , Grills,
Phone 223
pleased to learn that there Is at least
Everybody says the president's tarIrons, Etc.
one dreaded disease that science has iff bill is fine, and everybody says i
been able to cure In all its stages, and will be passed without serious
"
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure id
SPRING REUNION.
MADE
CONNECTIONS
ARE
WHERE D1RFCT
the only positive cure now known to
No doubt about It, this Idea that a
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being president shall not be "a remote island
constitutional disease, requires a cf jealous power" but may In fact ap
Hall's proach congress in "the character of s
treatment
constitutional
191 J.
April
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act- human being, working for the com
mublood
the
and
on
in
ing directly upon
good, is effective of some mar
For Repairing of All Kinds
cous surfaces of the system, there-- j velous results.
Done
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by destroying the foundation of the
In Metal and Wood
ed
Round Trip Rate
and giving
the patient
disease,
?
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strength by building up the constltu PRESBYTERV
FROM SANTA FE, N. M.
lion and assisting nature in doing Us
We make Mission Furniture,
IN
"
work. The proprieties have so much
LOCK, KEY and
Dates of Sale, April 19th to
Shelving:, Counters, Steplad-faith In Its curative powers that they
The spring meeting of the Santa Fe
22nd, Inclusive.
ders, and do all kinds
SPECIALTIES
UPHOLSTERING
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
of repairing;.
Relurn Limit, April 27th, I tH.
case that it fails to cure. Send for list Presbytery is now in session in-- the
First Presbyterian church. The openof testimonials.
l2S(UfoteoSt.Plooel0fJ
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO.. To- ing service was held last night at 7:45 SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
o'clock.
Atencio
New
Tomas
Rev.
ledo
Ohio.
and
preach
Passenger Agent,
Win. M. Scott, Traveling Freight
NOVELTY WORKS.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
'
ed the opening sermon from the sub
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tbe sermon the Presbytery was then
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MAYBE EDDIE IS COMING OVER TO SEE US.

OLDEST PRIEST

INTERVENTION IS AMERICAN GIRLS RISK LIVES
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In the resignation of the fiov. John
Baptist Ralliero us pastor of Tome,

in Valencia county, where he has

j

'

,

bat-wa-
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one-fourt- h

s

la-

bored for over fifty-siyears, the
archdiocese of Santa Fe loses its oldest rector and perhaps its most

That intervention In Mexico is nec
essary and that it' should be by a "combination of powers" Is the declaration
of Douglas Harroun, who has written
his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Harroun, of
this city. Mr. Harroun is at Asieutos,
Aguascalientes, Mexico, with a big
He writes under
copper company.
date of April 7: "Mexico is in bad
shape and in my opinion will remain
so for a long time. Much as I hate
"
to say it, her only salvation is interI
have
vention by the United States.
talked against intervention for over
j
two years, er to be more exact, up to
the time of the bombardment of Mexico. What I would like to see would
THIS IS EDDIE.
be intervention by a combination of
Eddie Wettin, a regular English boy, the powers
say the United States,
is coming to America!
England, Germany and France, letting
Eddie's grandfather was over here then each country place the same numin 1859, and folks couldn't do enough ber of soldiers in Mexico, and letting
for him. They feted him and cheered the finances of the country be handled
him and praised him and ran after Dy a commission chosen from the four
countries.
him as long as he would stay.
"I don't believe that Mexico will
Eddie is a young chap not much
Miss L. Strickland (left) and Miss Patricia Bates.
over Ave feet tall, rather good looking. ever be able to straighten out her trou
Bates and Miss Leslie the course of fulfilling their mission
Miss
Patricia
very pleasant and as democratic as a ble. Personal gain and aggrandizement
They were
laboring man. He's a blonde with blue land petty jealousies will not allow it, Southerland, two American girls, had- as Red Cross nurses.
of
sorts
all
giv- nursing a patient at the home of
of
experiences,
thrilling
teeth.
and
ahead
far
stand
and
white
red
cheeks
patriotism,
big,
eyes,
As to accomplishments this English which is practically unknown. So far ing aid to the wounded under fire on Francisco Burch Parada and went out
one, February 7 "Bloody Sunday," during tc. get a prescription filled. On their
boy who is coming to see Canada and as I am aware, one man, and onlyvolun-deethe ten days' battle in the streets of way they found a wounded rebel in
the Yankees, too, maybe runs like aof the better class, joined the
They ran the the street and hurried h'm to the Rod
manages a bicycle like a trick ti ers. His father was an American the City ofofa Mexico.
rain of shot and' shrap- - Cross hospital. Then they started. for
was a French woman, gauntlet
his
mother
and
social!
lot
a
about
knows
books,
rider,
s
The fighting has been done by the ncl in a taxicab, living in a house that ;the drug store again, but when a
niceties and nautical terms.
a tcry of rebel guns turned loose on
and
shattered
struck
by
badly
Bnilnr and has the:PelaQO'
o'o a
shell, and keeping up their wouk of the taxi and shot and shell whistled
reputation of possessing Wonderful
oil
around them their chauffeur
mercy all the time.
tact.
MEN MUSICIANS
The relatives of Miss Strickland in turned back in a hurry, getting them
Eddie Wettin's proposed, destinaLos Angeles saw her name in the list out of range without injury.
ARE HORRID,"
But if Uncle Sam
tion is Canada.
of Americans dead in the first disfchould have one of his frequent spells
SAY SUFFRAGISTS patches sent from the City of Mexico, SUFFRAGISTS LOSE FLORIDA.
of hospitality and invite the foreign
tut were overjoyed a few days ago Tallahassee, Fla., April lfi. Womboy, over the borders to see the wonD. C, April 16. Men to receive a wireless message telling an suffrage by constitutional amendWashington,
ders of the United States well, if he musicians characterized as "nasty, them she was safe. They arrived in ment in Florida is dead for four years.
does, and he's accepted, U. S. girls horried things" because they have San Francisco recently on the steamer The house committee
has reported
won't let wind or weather stop them failed to furnish sufficient music in San Juan, and will go south to visit against the proposition and a poll
when there's a chance to be in at the the two recent suffraget parades will Miss Strickland's relatives in Los An- shows that the report of the committee on amendments will be sustained.
reception.
not be tolerated longer by the suffra- geles.
Eddie's chief hobby is to be a regu- gists. According to a statement isLater they expect to return to Mexlar boy. He drinks wine, but no beer. sued today, the suffragists will organ- ico, although their families may have RIOTING MARKS TKI3 STRIKE.
.
Rioting
Mulford, Mass., April
He smokes a pipe, but no cigarettes. ize their own band of sixty pieces. something to say to the contrary. Miss
His best game is hare and hounds and The band will furnish the music at Bates has not heard from her father, attended an attempt today to enforce
he delights to outdo every one else in all outdoor and other meetings and vho is the owner of a large ranch in the general strike ordered agJnst nil
march proudly at the head of future the republic, for two months, and is factories in Mulford by the industrial
politeness.
anxious to learn of his safety. She Workers of the World. Two police
." By the way, Eddie's
full name ts
"votes for women" processions.
Castillian herself. "Don't men and two loborers were bad'y
J d ward Albert Christian George AnMrs. Esteel Lons, a well known lo- isi
drew Patrick Devid Wettin.
cal composer and musician has un- forget that, my great grandmother was
CUP.
And he is Prince of Wales, heir ap- dertaken the organization of the band. the queen of Spain," she said.
WINS
1G.
Murice
Monte
correseone
Carlo,
war
Miss
April
Bates
nursed
been
have
parent to the throne of England!
recruits
several
Already
a French aviator, today won the
cured. The creation of the uniforms spondent, Leslie Southerland of the
NOTICE!
for the players now is being consid- New York Sun, back to health. He Schneider cup for
The annual meeting of the stock- ered and it was announced that the had been shot in the leg.
United which carries with it a prize of $r,000.
holders of the New Mexico Telephone organization would be strikingly cos- States Minister Wilson assisted them The other starters were Roland GarCo. will be held at the office, 239 San tumed, The band would be known as to get to the coast in safety.
ros, Gebriel Espanel and Captain V
Their taxicab adventure came in T. Wymann.
Francisco St. Monday, April 21, 8 p. m. "The Suffragists Own."
firot-nlfiB- ii

CAREER.

The successor of Father Ralliere is
the Rev. Albert Castanle,
formerly
assistant at Belen who has been appointed by the vicar general, Rt. Rev,
Monsignor Antonio Fourchegu,

on

au-

thority from the archbishop who is
r
traveling through the diocese.
Fourchegu returned hint night
from Tome, after visiting also Belen
and Socorro.
Father Ralliere is over eighty
years of age but until recently he
was able to say mass and to preach.
But within the past few weeks his eyesight has been failing and he finally
found it necessary to send in his resignation io the archbishop.
It is with sorrow that the news is
received throughout New Mexico that
the "grand old man of Tome" has retired to private life. In city, town
and village, all over the state, Father
Ralliere has friends who regard him
as their friend, counsellor and confessor. He has united hundreds and
thousands in the bonds of matrimony,
he has baptized countless infants, and
watched them go through life, hearing
their first confession, preparing them
for the holy eucharist, seeing them
confirmed in the faith, marrying them,
and finally administering extreme unction to them as they were about to
depart for the groat beyond. And
then he has lived to fill the same
role for their children and perhaps

Is a protection and guarantee

against alum which is found in
the low priced baking powders,
To be cn the safe side when buying
baking powder, examine the label and
take only a brand shown to be made
from Cream of Tartar.

chamber for their support. Accord
ing to the suggestion of Mr. Dorman,
Mr. Rawles may take up work later
!:i the matter of looking after tourists,

by Mr, Wiley,
whom he named for secretary. Judge
McFie did not mention which style
machine Mr. Wiley uses but the
judge's point seemed to be well made.
The new president, H, H. Dorman,
made a hit with the
minds last night when he said: "I intend to work inside and outside of
tliis hall without parliamentary rule.
I'll let any man stand up if he can
get up!" Shouts of laughter and much
applause greeted this sally.

advantages possessed

who come to this section, his time at
present, however, being occupied in
newspaper work.
Mr. Jeancon was then formally
as secretary by R. F. Asplund,
and Judge McFie nominated B. T.
Wiley. Both the nominees were called
cu to make a few remarks. A ballot
then taken. It resulted in the
election of Mr. Jeancon for secretary
by a vote of 20 to 4. Mr. Jeancon made
a good talk and created an excellent
He will begin his work
impression.
May 1, and will be absent from the
New York, N. Y., April 1G. Unusual
city until that time, settling up mat-torat Denver and Colorado Springs. irregularity characterized the mornHe will bring his family to live here. ing trading in stocks today. The movePresident Dorman appointed the ment shifted frequently and the mara definite
following committee to solict funds ket hardly maintained
their grandchildren.
N. Salmon, S. G. course for 15 minutes at a time.
Father Ralliere has been a priest for the chamber:
Following the initial period of unover Bixty years. He has celebrated Cartwright, Levi A. Hughes and II.
to
S.
be
added
member
another
the list hardened and subse
Lutz,
certainly
diamond
his silver, his golden and his
later.
quent fluctuations were alternately upjubilees, as did Leo XIII. He has passThis committee was appointed to ward and downward. In the absence
ed the three score and ten alloted by
new
Judge Collins, of new developments to give impetus
the bible and yet he has passed all solict Abbottmembers:
and Captain Fred Forn-off- . to speculation, trading was confined
thoBe years "in harness." It is only Judge
to the professional element.
on account of his approaching blindAn interesting and encouraging reThe copper Issues were unsettled,
ness that he retires from the field.
port was presented from the Mou- bear traders taking advantage of the
A "BOOK WORM."
ntain States Telephone and Telegraph decline in
copper metals abroad and
Those who know Father Ralliere
R. Reynolds, Jr., ex- the increase in
European supplies
and there are many say that his pre- company. James
In
work
the
manager.ihas
shown by the fortnightly report to
dominant characteristic was a love of change
to
and proposes
holp beautify
these stocks under pressure.
He was what is called a hand
books.
the company's putBonds were irregular.
"book worm" and the continued use the cityandby painting
wires
installing cable
of his eyes peering into musty tomes potes
Speculation was all but suspended
throughout the city. Wherever it can f twi i n 12 and 1 o'clock as the mar'
may have led to his dimmed sight.
on
done
be
will
be
back
poles
placed
ket was idle for long intervals and
He was particularly fond of Latin streets and
and on the
fluctuations were trivial. In general,
and was one of the authorities on and businessalleysstreets. And plaza
the
the unedrtone was good despite furthLatin poetry. It is said no one could wires will be
placed in underground
quote a line from Virgil that was un- conduits and the poles entirely re- er shading in some bond prices April
1.
familiar to him and he was quick to moved from those localities.
note an error in metre.
With the turn for th? b'ier in senti
Mr.
Dorman
announced
that
SuperThe old priest was famed for his intendent McManus had offered to ment, purchases wvs mi1 of stocks
all
He
away
of
heart.
gave
goodness
the city the use of convict labor which had recent'v lalloa i severely.
he owned and he will go out of the give
if
Fe would pay for the ser- Among these wee the petroleum
Santa
works.
world with but fortune of good
ran from
of the guards, and in the near shares ,ln which rwer'f.
vices
His church at Tome was the adm- future considerable work will be done two to three points.
Wabash and
It is
iration of all visiting clergy.
on the streets as a result of the of Pittsburgh certiflcatM sold at U. comsaid that no church in the archdiocese fer.
pared with the previous pri.w on Friwas better kept up and his mission
now
St Paul
K. M. Chapman, William G. Sargent day last of 22
to 99
chapel showed the same attention.
and Judge William M. Pope were elect 4
against the
relapsed
HERE.
MAY RESIDE
ed members of the chamber.
subscription price of 99
The aged priest may make Santa
The market closed firm. Little efwill soon be made for the
Plans
said he is summer work of the
Fe his home although it
fect was produced by n mild selling
comof
chamber
thinking seriously of going to Albu- merce and a vigorous campaign is to movement in Union Pac:fl3 and when
querque to live. Speaking of him, a be waged.
that ceaBed the price went up readilv
Canawell known Santa Fe Catholic said
to above yesterday's ;los!ns.
SIDELIGHTS.
visited
today: "Father Ralliere often
The speech of the newly elected dian Pacific was marked up aggreswarmSanta Fe and he was welcomed
secretary, J. A. Jeancon, was one i.'iat sively, which had a goil effect all
ly here as in any other city where aroused enthusiasm because it "hit around.
the news of his arrival meant the turn- the nail on the head." Mr. Jeancpn
ing out of scores of Catholics, rich declared that the average tourist he What a Lot of Action One Penny Will
and poor, to see him. A native of has met has not heard of Santa Fe exStart!
France he came to America when but cept in a vague sort of way; In the
a young man and was ordained by future these tourists will know why
Bishop Lamy right in this city. He a side trip from Lamy is advisable if
enjoyed the distinction of going to the publicity cau be brought to bear on
Vatican council with Bishop Lamy in them.
1870."
There "was much laughter when
President Dorman named Captain
DORMAN HEADS
Fred Fornoff of the New Mexico
m
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. mounted
police as one of the escorts
to "assist" Mr. Norment to the chair
(Continued from page one),
"I wished to
of first vice president.
of
of
the
salary
to the consideration
Fred Fornoff up", explained Mr.
wake
me
;the secretary. Before taking up
Dorman midst a ripple of mirth.
sLbject, Mr. Norment explained why
Governor Prince played the role of
!no temporary secretary had been em- "parliamentarian" last night ever
S.
Harris.
J.
of
death
since
the
ployed
Lvir. Norment and Mr. Dorman have holding the by laws of the Chamber
of Commerce in his hand or pocket.
done voluntary work during the
The governor mildly rebuked certain
and answered correspondence,
members who wished to have the secetc.
cast one vote for an officer by
retary
diaAfter a long consideration and
ler ssion of the matter, on motion of saying: "The way to do ofit is to ask
this body
the 'unanimous consent'
Mr. Dorman the salary of the secrwas a
etary was fixed at $100 per month, a to cast such a vote. There 'unanithe
snicker
thereafter
and
conwhen
to
made
be
further raise
mous' consent was invoked.
ditions warrant it.
There was a laughing spell as Judge
The committee appointed to make
L. C. Collins declared that he did not
nominations, consisting of R. H. Han-jra- ,
comfit to serve on a
E. C. Abbott, J. R. McFie, Dr. J. A. feel
Mr. Dorman to
Massie and H. B. Cartwright, present-le- mittee and requested
man. "Why, I am a
the following names as candidates get another
hand at raising money,"
poor
mighty
ifor officers for the ensuing year:
the judge, "even for MYPresident, H. H. Dorman; first vice explained
SELF."
'president, J. W. Norment; second vice
Although he wore an overcoat durH.
Z.
T.
treasurer,
Winter;
Resident,
the meeting last night Levi A.
ing
S.
C.
Rawles.
jS. Kaune; Secretary,
to the gentle spirThe secretary was instructed to Hughes warmed up
of
fun
that
it
throughout the
played
for
chamber
the
of
cast one ballot
Mr. Hughes
not
Was
discussions.
it
succes-jsivel(the four first named officers,
who said that Mr. Kaune, the well
s
and the election of those
the ideal man to
After Mr. Dor-- i known grocer,
were announced.
comman's election he was escorted to the serve on the
get all our
chair by Levi A. Hughes and Judge mittee as the grocers will was
a roar
iLorin C. Collins. He thanked the money anayway? There
chamber for his election and proceed-je- J which could be heard clear back to
the
patio.
was
to preside. Mr. Norment
That Santa Fe's schools are pretty
honored and called to the chair
was evidenced last
fcr a moment and made a neat re good institutions
in the speech of one candidate,
a
night
for
to
the
speech.
request
sponse
President Dorman then explained j Mr. Wiley, who wished to be secrethat Mr. Kawies naa consented to tary and who explained why he had
- STORE
withdraw from the race as secretary, come to this city. "To enjoy the
of your schools I have two
in favor of Mr. Jeancon, and Mr.
Eawles gave approval to Mr. Dorman's little girls," he said.
It developed last night that the
explanation of his position and thanked the nominating committee for hav-ir- ability to "punch the ivories" is an
'
1
s
for Judge
w,rW
named him.
accomplishment
the
one
of
as
mentioned
it
McFie
R.
He also thanked his friends in the
nom-r-atc-
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Can't Get Away Fom It.
of Phos-

Is it possible to nourish, strengthen and
Rebuild the Brain by Food?

Considerable more than
phate of Potash.

Every man who thinks uses up part of
the brain each day. Why doesn't it al'
and leave an empty skull jn say a
month of brain work? Because the man
rebuilds each day.

shows Potassium
Analysis of Grape-Nut- s
and Phosphorous (which join and make
Phosphate of Potash) is considerable more
f
of all the mineral salts in the
than

If he builds a little less than he destroys,
brain fag and nervous prostration result
sure. If he builds back a little more each
day, the brain grows stronger and more
capable. That also is sure. Where does
man get the material to rebuild his. brain?
Is it from air, sky or ice of the Artie
sea? When you come to think about it,
the rebuilding material must be in the food
and drink.

Dr. Geo. W. Carey, an authority on the
constituent elements of the body, says: "The
gray matter of the brain is controlled enPotassium
tirely by the inorganic
This
Fhosphate (Phosphate of Potash.)
salt unites with albumen and by the addition of oxygen creates nerve fluid or the
gray matter of the brain. Of course, there
is a trace of other salts and other organic
matter in nerve fluid, but Potassium Phosphate is the chief factor and has the power
within itself to attract, by It own law of
affinity, all things needed to manufacture
the elixir of life."
Further on he says: "The beginning and
end of the matter Is to supply the lacking
principle, and in molecular form, exactly
as Nature furnishes it in vegetable, fruits
and grain. To supply deficiencies this is
the only law of cure."

-

That

also is sure.

Are the brain rebuilding materials found
all food? In a good variety but not in
suitable proportion in all.
It.

To illustrate; we know bones are made
largely of lime and magnesia taken from
food; therefore to make healthy bone structure we must "nave food containing these
things. We would hardly feed only sugar
and fat to make healthy bone structure In
a growing child.

If we desired to keep brain strong and
healthy we would use food known to contain the things Nature uses for the purpose.
True, Nature provides these elements in
a variety of edible things. We submit the
following facts for those who care to know
something definite on the subject:
Analysis of brain by an unquestionable
authority, Geoghegan, shows of Mineral
Salts, Phosphoric Acid and Potash combined (Phosphate of Potash) 2.91 per cent
ot the total, 5.33 of all mineral Salts.
This is over
one-hal-

Beaunis, another authority, shows
phoric Acid combined" and Potash
per cent from a total of 101.07.

"Phos73.44

one-hal-

f

one-hal-

fcod.

cell-sal-

The natural conclusion is that if Phosphate of Potash is the needed mineral element in brain and you use food which does
r.ot contain it, you have brain fag because
its daily loss is not supplied.
On the contrary, if you eat food known to
be rich in this element, you place before
the life forces that which nature demands

for

brain-buildin-

Mind does not work well on a brain that
is broken down by lack of nourishment.
A peaceful and evenly poised mind is nec-

essary to good digestion.

Therefore, the mental state of the individual has much to do (more than suspected) with digestion.

Brain is made of Phosphate of Potash as
the principal Mineral Salt, added to albumen and water.
Grape-Nut- s
contain that element as more
of all its mineral salts. We
than one-hamust remember that nearly 95 per cent
of the brain is composed of water and albumen, but the little worker Phosphate of
Potash must be present in order to blend
the more bulky materials into useableform.
The Phosphate of
So with Grape-Nutf
of. all the
Potash is more than
mineral salts, but the total volume of those
elements is exceedingly small as compared
with the greater bulk of other food elements
contained in Grape-Nuts- .
lf

one-hal-

We should also remember that this small
ingredient should not be put into the food
ir. the form it might come from a chemist,
because man cannot produce these elements
in as digestible a form as Old Mother Nature, when she puts them in the wheat and
barley from which

Grape-N'ui- s

is made

healthy brain is important, if one would
"do things" in this 'world.
A man who sneers at "Mind" sneers at
the best and leaBt understood part of himself. That part which some folks believe
links us to the Infinite.
Mind asks for a healthy brain upon which
to act, and Nature has defined a way to
make a healthy brain and renew it day by
day as it is used up from work of the preA

vious day.

Nature's way to rebuild is by the use of
food which supplies the things required.
Brain rebuilding material is certainly found
in a very natural and perfect in

Worry, anxiety, fear, hate, etc., etc., directly interfere with or stop the flow of
Ptyalin, the digestive juice of the mouth,
and also interfere with the flow of the
digestive juices of stomach and pancreas.

Postum Cereal Co., Limited, Battle Creek, Mich.

GrapeNuts
"There's a Reason"
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MAKES A TRIPLE STEAL.
They are sadly lacking by comparison
In reference to speed.
The great
Spokane,
Wash., April 16. A triple
ON BIG LEAGUES
strength of the infield lies in Hans steal, the third ever
made in the
wina
a
old
but
man,
grand
OCTOBER RECORD Wagner
Northwestern league, was made yesstar.
hira
ning
Every year leaves
more liable to serious injury, which terday by Spokane players in the
to
W. J. McBERTHS SELECTIONS.
would completely demoralize the out- game against Portland, according
announcement today of official scorer,
American League.
fit. McGraw's greatest strength lies
decided that all three men Btarted
2nd Division
lBt Division
in his substitutes; it would be almost yho
JOE JACKSON, BASEBALL WONDER, HAS ANNEXED TV COBB'S STUFF, frantic leader had collected them
when the pitcher delivered the ball.
Detroit.
Boston.
him.
to
impossible
cripple
on third, Melchoir on second
Clevelund.
Cincinnati
and Philadelphia are Powell,
Washington.
again, the Giants were leading by a
of first are the men who
and
Altman
Chicago.
Philadelphia.
likely to furnish a very thrilling scrap
safe margin, the way Doolan was goAND MAY BRING GEORGIAN BACK TO DETROIT.
participated, and the try for a put out
St. Louis.
York
New
third
Redland
tor
if
the
found
position.
the
their
And
Giants
then
ing.
was made at the home plate.
National League.
scribes lay off Joe Tinker he Is liable
feet and gave Doolan support that held
2nd
Division
1st
to
Division
show
He
best
is
the
clossomething.
the game safe, the ninth Inning
JACK COOMBS HAS GRIPPE.
New York.
If Bigns of wavering on the part ot
Chicago.
shortstop in the league bar possibly
ing with the score of 4 to 0.
the
Brooklyn
Pittsburg.
Flying Dutchman" if his manD. C, April 16. "Jack"
Ty Cobb are noticeable within the ...
When the last Ked Sdx had lifted to
Washington,
v
Boston.
KMJmh
Cincinnati'.
,uV.
agerial duties do not interfere- With Coombs; pitcher for the Philadelphia
"
center, Jimmy rushed to where his
nex( few days," and hints "are heard
" '
St. Louis
his playing.. H.e. will, .fill a long-fel- t
Philadelphia.
American league, baseball team, and
mother and Jlargie were, sitting,
that!', the "greatest ball player that
New York, April 16. The fan has his weakness for the Reds, and, being one one of the
his arms around both, and hurmainstays of the Athletics,-f- s
threw,
ever llvea"will 'report to the' De.troUl
at last. The major league cam- o; the- wisest1' players 'Itr the game,
ddwtf'wifh' a" severe' attack' of'the
ried them off the field as. fast as the
For a few should prove one of the most capable grippe. His condition was such that
paigns are under way.
team, make up your mind that Ty's
crazy fans would let them. All he frenzied
weel"f the followers of 16 dif- managers.
"Red? Doolin is DQW'ork Manager . Connie Mack ordered him
been'
lias
the
sea
was
faces
":
of
could see in that
ego
punctured.
clubs may have pennant visions ing for Billy Locke,- a shrewd baseball home today.
ferent
Physicians hope to have
smile on the face of the young woman, for their 'fav riles. After' that' the reCotib might hold out Indefinitely
'utmi the "iron man" out within a week or
on;- aa.tj JoSbubui aij oajS in
heard were his
words
and
he
the
only
(or that ?15,000 which the Detroit
spective races will straighten out in rein. If the Phillies evade the tough-luc- ten days, but several of his teammother.s, "My boy, my boy."
rll likelihood, as they have been in the
hoodoo that has pursued them mates expressed doubt if this would
management says it won't pay him,
(THE END.)
habit of doing in the past, until the for years they will land amoni; the be possible.
but if he can hold out while another
, oi ld's
Beries fans into elite,
prospective
new flame the hopes or disappointpossibilBrooklyn has
ments of the drive.
ities and a new park. Mr. Ebbetts
Sentiment makes baseball, as it may confine himself to his new duties
made horse ra"'ng when it was a sport and allow Bill Dahlen one last oppor- WHERE THEY PLAY.
ol Kings. Individual opinion does not jti'nity of showing something.
The
NATIONAL.
cut a whole lot of Ice when it comes l'kelihood, however, is that the Dodg-iSt. Louis at Cincinnati.
splitting up the world's series swag, jers will continue on their disappoint-Eu- t
Brooklyn at New York.
the gentle reader may pardon the ing way and trail the Cubs across the
no
Boston at Philadelphia,
game; effrontery of a wild guess as to how second division horizon. The Cubs-stil- l
rain.
the contenders of the two major jave some of their kick left, but
leagues will stand when the strife is Fivers has yet to show a flash of the
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
oer. It must be borne in mind that fold Peerless Leader spirit that made
the writer makes no predictions in
Chicago at St. Louis.
clan the wonder of the baseball
Fred L. Brown, a salesman at
Detroit at Cleveland.
selections.
He would not. bet a lead firmament. Stalling has one good ball
Oakland, Cal., has a 256 mile
no
nickel against a Swiss movement thatipiayer in Sweeney, but the "Big Chief"
Philadelphia at Washington,
trip, with calls in 9 towns.
the clubs would finish as he names be- - ;is a resourceful fellow and likely to
game; wet grounds.
He used to go by train, and it
New York at Boston, no game; rain. cause, after all, a prediction at the beat the distance flag in any sort of
took FOUR DAYS.
of
is
a campaign
He should beat out St,
nothing competition.
beginning
Now he goes on his motorcyAMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
short of a wild guess. The selections Louis at any event. Miller Huggins
cle IN TWO DAYS!
St. Paul at Minneapolis.
are made before having seen the ia not likely to get very far with a
Toledo at Milwaukee.
He saves his railroad fare,
teams in action and based solely upon woman owner who "canned" as valuof his hotel bills
saves one-hathe strength of the respectivo clubs able an asset as Roger Bresnahan.
which
J
man is annexing the honors
'
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
f
and
of his time.
on past perfomances.
The uncertain-t- j
have been his for lo, these many
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
of the game, which is more than
In business or pleasure, a moSOX GAME
years' then he is a different Cobb
St. Louis
...2 0 1,000 half of its charm, is not taken into
will do as much for
torcycle
A
BE
GOOD
ONE.
WILL
from the one who has made baseball
0
1
1.000 consideration.
Boston
Condition of athletes,
YOU.,.
.
1
.607
2
history.
.'.
Brooklyn
unproved magagerial ability and a
" Let us show
The next attraction in our
you HOW and
2
2
.500 thousand r.nd one other very importBut this story Isn't about Cobb, he
Pittsburgh
'
in or write for
WHY.
Come
will
a
and
be
beautiful
program
to
in
2
2
.500
a
brought
of
the
national
merely
explain
being
ant phasf
pastime
Chicago
details.
1
.500 enter not into these prognostications. fast exhibition of the national game
the why o his coming back, when
1
Philadelphia
This
1
is the reason, being
1
he does.
.500 The writer's opinion
is ..given;-- , foi between the Santa Fe antlered tribe
Cincinnati
2
.000 vhat it is worth. It is the reader's and the champion White Sox next Suntaken from the first game between
0
New York . ,
The Santa Fe EIks have orSan'
Chicago and Cleveland:
privilege, if he disagrees with any ol ised for
POPE MOTOR CYCLES
the season and have put in
to
out
Jackson, rf- the
LEAGUE.
AMERICAN
go,,
following arguments,
one
field
the
teams
of
the
strongest
Joe Jackson won the opening game
of
own.
Pet.
his
and make selections
Won. Lost.
Club.
Overhead Valve Motors
the southwest. They have in their
for Cleveland from Chicago. He was
1.000
0
2
The world's series of 1913 should in
Philadelphia
minteam
who
In
have
t,
Model
Cobb-lik$230.00
played
players
p. chain drive
0
1'--'
that the fans began to
bo
1.000 jiving together the Giants and the Ath
Washington
Model MSh p chain drive....... f.'IS.OO
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In
.G00 letics.
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2
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4
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....
pity the Detroit management beBin
Model
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drive
only
St. Louis
p
Pittsburg
teams in the southwest. They have
Model U liht weight, belt drive (165.00
cause Cobb was missing and more
2
.000 the National League that appears to
3
,
Chicago
Magneto Equipped.
two good twirlers in "Doc" McCarthy,
than once the expression was heard,
of
2
.500 have much chance
2
hustling
Cleveland
ng
& Supplies
"Cobb'll get jealous and play to spUe
Cincinnati and the former Cornell pitcher, who is a
2
Pope
.333
1
champions.
New York
favorite with the local fans, and
himself."
3
.250 Philadelphia should fight for the show great
1
.'.
Boston
Three times Jackson went to bat
the Cubs, Dodgers, Ed Safford, who has pitched wonderPASH BROTHERS,
3
.250 positions, with
1
Detroit
ful
for local teaniB. The White
and three times he hit. Two wallops
and
Braves
Cardinals
trailing along in Sex games
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
are
are
to
very glad they
going
were doubles, one to the right field
the weaker set. If Connie Mack justi- meet
MOTOE-CyCLER- Y
the Elks as they want to try
At Cincinnati
fence .and the other along the third
fies expert opinion as voiced by the
1 27 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
4
their
3
0
against a real fast ball
St. Louis
base foul line. The other was a trigreater majority of baseball critics, team. strength
out
teams
have
Both
5
9 0
been
Cincinnati
he will have at least know that he
ple that dented the concrete In right
JOE JACKSON.
Perritt, Hunt and Wingo; Johnston has been through a fight. A world's practicing and will be out all week,
:
center.
an they recognize the fact that the
allow
nl.nma.tnn mn.t nllt.QVD I, A nnnaMal-ai- t
were registered by est star in the league. Today he is
Five
Last year they called Jackson the and Clark. Called end seventh
cvama Id irninar ,vv, t n
nlnnn n n it
E,"'e
,wj wv,oo ouu
a worthy rival .,1,1 hn Dnctnn Port well
the black haired lad from Dixie; a drawing card, ranking next to La- - crown prince of the American league St. Louis to catch train.
from start to finish.
fought
most
of.
1912
the
as many as were negogiated by the joie as a box office star. If he con the king of courage, being the only
one
formed
Sox of
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
other two gardeners. One was taken tinues his sensational work Jackson Ty, but since Cobb has abdicated the
consistent winners of baseball history.
M'CARTY AND FLYNN
off the fence, a catch that brought will make the league forget Ty Cobb crown rests upon the
At Cleveland
Washington, too. Is likely to be a
HAVE COMPLETED TRAINING.
ONE NIGHT ONLY t
1 "5 1 ranch improved club over a year ago.
the fans up standing.
providing always that Tyrus doesn't speed merchant, from Greenville, S. Detroit
1 The
Philadelphia; April 15. Luther M2
6
And the next day Jackson, who, permit his ego to rise up and choke C, one of the few, very few, brilliant Cleveland
host of youngsters who made
EIK'S LODGE
Auspices
Mullin and Stallage;
to Cobb him so hard that he signs a Detroit players Connie Alack ever permitted
last season was runner-uGregg and Griffith a pennant possibility right up ccarty and Jim Flynn have completed
season, their training for tonight's
to escape from his fold.
i
for batting honors, was the bright- - contract.
Land.
tj the very end of the past with
the bout in the Olympic club arena and
should be far more capable
both
to be in the best of con-- J
At St. Louis-Chic- ago
experience of a whole year together. dition.profess
knocked
Although McCarty
3
2 These three American
9
League clubs out
Flynn in 18 rounds on February
2 4 1 are likely to furnish one of those oldSt. Louis
Cicotte and Schalk; Baumgardtner fashioned finishes for which Ban John- 22, the .latter's manager declares
Flynn would have the best of a
son's circuit used to be noted.
and Agnew.
CHAPTER 20.
match.
New York has a mighty good chance
LADY QUARTETTE
McCarty's manager is also confident
for the first division. It will do well
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
and
last
on
terms
with
night agreed
as much
to finish fourth, but has
At Minneapolis
Aasisated By The Famous Entertainer
2
8 0 license
to trail Philadelphia, Boston New York promoters for a
St. Paul
in
bout
on
that
between
30,
April
city
'and
4
in
else
as
11
..5
anything
Washington
Minneapolis
McCarty and Frank Moran of Pitts: ;. Miss Blanche Fox
Karger and James; Burns and the league. The three contenders are burg. The latter will appear in tothe class of the organization ; the rest
Owens.
are very uncertain and may finish in night's show here with Sailor White, "Hud The American Violin Virtuoso
as his opponent.
almost any old order. Frank Chance
At Milwaukee
Three other heavyweight bouts are
- Thomas Valentine Purcell
sea1
club
than
last
ball
a
better
has
Toledo
on the program. Joe Jeanette will
1
indicate.
would
exhibition
son's
sorry
Milwaukee
A MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
meet George Cotton; .Tim Savage will
It is every bit as good and possibly
(Tied end ot ninth inning.)
of
the greastest excellence, enjoyaTim
and
KaufAl
'oppose
Logan
Young
tetter, than the 1910 team,' with man,
ble alike to the musician and masses.
McCarty's sparring partner, will
Chase
.
and
Hal
which
Stallings
George
la
face George Rodell, the Bder.
Prices 50,75, $1.00,
Harvard baseball game today called finished
111
uc
num
v"
iu
tuc 115"
oiait
may
eff because of rain. finish. He will have a good bait club LADIES
Don't Miis This Treat!
QUARTET
before the end of the the year. But
16.
Rain
preBaltimore, Md., April
PATRONS
for him to get his men
sented the opening of the Internation- it will take time baseball.
See Our
,.
i
u
playing Chance
al baseball season here today.
He will find far stronger opposition
Last evening
the Presbyterian
Seat Sale At Fischer Drof Store Moa.
for first division honors than faced church was crowded but had others
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assuring a packed house
Sydney, Australia, April
Johnny an ordinary team. Jenrings
Summers, lightweight of England, de p lot of promising nmrial las fa" it this organization should make a refeated Al P, Goodwin here tonight in hut he has a bad pitching staff veteran turn engagement.
the ninth round of a scheduled 20- - and none too strong a catching corps.
There was little choice between "the
Jean Dubuc is his only reliable vo .cri n fine artists. They were all good and
round go.
Goodwin was outclassed from start tosser. George Mullin may be good, far above the average of such musibut he is as likely to be bad. With cians seen in western Canada.-- to the final round,
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The match was stopped because of strong battery mater:!
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part. He was the conductor and gave
McGraw,"wlll take his men to the selections on the violin and mandoand lin.
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they will not take part In any regular ready to lump out Into tl-- lead in the
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of
the the Mad Scene in Hamlet with much
game of baseball with opposing col- early running at the eintnse
Round Trip From Santa Fe
lege, school or other teams on Sun- weaker eastern clubs. Ma.'aewson is effect and many in the audience predays. The Scout team makes this still one of the greateit pitcher? ii: ferred that selection to all others giv
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statement on its own initiative and on the country, while Jeff Testea i is just en. Then there were some who
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Return Limit, May 25th, 191 J.
against Snndnv bnpeball at Santa Fe. y. questionable. He is mora likely to was sung by Miss rurcell, was the
Jimmy Doolan, idol of the fans.
Crazy fans gathered around the lit- never wavered. As cold as chilled
win half his games at worst and, with
who
were others
Jimmy Doolan, greatest man in the tle party as it slowly forced a narrow steel he moved down the redlegged arthe Improvement of 'Teaman, nuch a choice while there
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land; bigger than the president. Jim- lane, tossing hats into the air and tillery inning after inning. With men
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Under the almost superhuman strain Failing to penetrate the wonderful Eddie Moha of Milwaukee, were today material. The Pirates have the great- thing, but last evening
end as he walked off the field with his
the Giants had broken slightly and defense of the young pitcher, the Red matched to box eight rounds before est pitchers in the National league. ed to be. Morning News, Moose Jaw,
proud mother and beaming bride-to-bJi. S;LlTZr Agt.; SadtaFe, N.M.
the air rang with the hysterical shouts they failed to support Doolan in their Sox became nervous and then broke the South Side Athletic club on April In other respects the Smoketown lads (Canada), Dec. 3,is1912. ;25.
April
The date here
crowd.
usual faultless fashion, but the boy like the one hoss shay and when their 28, the weight to be 133 pounds.
do not frame up with the champions.
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(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will .confer a favor on the New
ComMexican and on their friends.
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited

WILLIS MOORE

A

BEAUTIFUL

IS REMOUED
FROM OFFICE
Washington, D. C, April HI. Willis
chief of the weather bureau, whose resignation has been in
President Wilson's hands to become
effective July 31, was summarily
from office today, charged with
"serious irregularities."
This announcement was made at
the White House while a conference
was in progress between Secretary
Houston and President Wilson.
"LIKE A SIBERIAN."
Washington, D. C, April 10. Prof.
secret
Moore declared today tlint
charges had been preferred against
him and that they had been secretly
investigated, lie had not been shown
a copy of these charges, he said, had
not been given an opportunity to invostigate them himself and was giv-en no opportunity to examine the wit- nooses who testified against him.
No opportunity had been given him
"I
to defend himself, he declared.
have been treated like a prisoner ex
iled to Siberia," said the former weath-

Very Large Display of

181

SELIGifJ

ADOLF

MILLINERY

L. Moore,

Our Prices Are Much
THE LOWEST.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

DRY

GOODS

GO,

NewStylishSpringSuits forJHen
new
GUARANTEED ALL WOOL HAND TAILORED in pretty
Brown, Tan, Blue and Grey Materials, also a new line of Blue
Serges. These Suits are guaranteed to give satisfaction, or your
Money Back,

Harold McIIvuin and Charles
125 Palace Ave
Special Prices This Week From $12.50 to $16.50
of San Francisco, arrived in town
yesterday, via the foot and burro
m
BIRDSALL SAYS HE
J. B. LAW,
route. They are walking across the
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
PHONE 180.
FAVORS EXCLUSION.
continent, and will visit every capital
OF THE JAPANESE.
in the! United States before the expoto
sition of 1315, and their return
Bill Passed By House Goes
California, and are advertising the
To Senate Committee On Judiciary!
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
big event. They have already coveri
in California Today.
ed three states and New Mexico will
Is modern.
Sacramento, Calif., April Ifi.' The
inake the fourth. These gentlemen
Is .well located.
legislature marked time today on the
are armed with letters from the govIs close in.
land ownership legislation,
ernors of the states visited, and also
Is in a good neighborhood.
bill
the
of
the
at
bottom
semite
being
have letters from the mayors of prinIn Precinct No. 4 (South Side)
Is a home.
the upper house flies and not to be
cipal towns that they have passed
best of all, offered at a reasonable
Is,
d
reacln
unless
The
very late.
today
through. They will remain in Santa
price.
bill passed yesterday by the lower
Fe for a few days and have a propohouse was sent today to the senate
See Us at Once and (Jet Your Choice of Lots in one of the
sition to put up to the business men
If you contemplate purchase 'of a home and want to secure
"your
committee on judiciary.
in the way of advertising the capital er cliler.
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
money's worth" It will pay you to irquire at once of
Senator
the
of
one
Birdsall,
sponsors
with stereopticon pictures and a lecMoore handed in his resignation
ture, having already gotten some in- less than a month ago under circum- for the senate bill, said today.
matter
for
similar
"Personally, 1 am for any alien land
purposes
teresting
stances which led to persistent reRoom 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
from the salt valley in Arizona.
ownership bill that will keep out the
to
asked
been
had
he
that
quit.
A. ports
James
An old soldier named
and if we can save time by
Japanese,
would
IF ITS REAL ESTATE, HAVWARD HAS IT.
he
announced
stay
It was then
Stauffer, aged 73, died at Las Vegas until July 31 to permit the selection putting through tho assembly bill
will advocate that course.
ilst Monday. His remains were of a successor.
There is
SURETY BONDS.
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
no radical difference in the two bills
T bought here for interment in the Na
Wilson's
to
PriorPresident
inaugil ional cemetery today and were ac
in the corporation ownership
Phone, 189 J.
was car- except 1
companied by his two sons, Benjamin, uration an active campaign
understand."
clause,
!
THAT
HAT FROM RAIN
vho lives at Las Vegas, and Samuel, ried on for Moore's appointment as
HEARS FROM oHIBUSAWA.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
:
119 San Francisco St.,
PresAfter
of
agriculture.
secretary
He
who resides at Albuquerque.
New York, April 1G. Lindsay Rusident Wilson took office the White
I Or Other Elements by rettin? one of our HULL UMBRELLAS. There are
I I I I I leaves another son, Donald, who lives
I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I
I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 I 1 H I I
jal Oklahoma City, Okla. Mr. Stauf-fer- , House was virtually flooded with let- sell, president of the Japan society,
two kinds-t- lie
"Suit Case" for traveling and the "detachable" for
received
the
from
following cablegram
as well as all three of his sons, ters and telegrams suggesting the
A splendid, useful gift for a lady
Prices from $2 to $7.
use.
genera!
Baron
retention of Moore as chief of the;
Shibusawa, chairman of the
tare printers by trade.
or gentleman.
I
The deceased was born in Pennsyl- weather bureau. Some officials de- jTokio advisory cuncil of the Japan so- When calling, also ask to see our new assortment of "LA TAUSCAIPCARLS,
which will "
vania, April 6. 1810, and was a mem- clared President Wilson did not viewiciety, relative to legislation in CaJi-thactivity in Mr. Moore's behalf lornla affecting Japanese:
ber of the 21st Pennsylvania volun
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
"Fear
bills in Califor-bureateers, serving through the civil war. with favor and some of the weather
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
chief's enemies charged that nia, if passed, will seriously injure tra-hHe lived many years in Kansas and
himself was behind it.
Iditional good feeling between the two
owned and operated different news- From time to time charges against ,i'..tions. Trust Japan society use good
papers in that state. The services
Please
will be neld at 3 o clock from the un- Moore's conduct in office have been offices to alleviate situation.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best dertaking parlors of Mulligan & Ris- made in congress but nothing ever !d best to relieve our anxiety."
Mr. Rtmseii sent this reply:
ing, and will be under the direction came of them.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ot the local Grand Army post.
de-- ;
"Doing
everything
possible.
It
D.
C.
Washington,
W. A. WILLIAMS, autonomous.
Consider quesPROPRIETOR.
H. C. Blair, a business man of Fort
ai.er the Wh'.'o House
local and resents outside inter-1- is at the De Vargas.
Wilson had rev '
Texas,
President
ferenoe
Worth,
that
W
9
104 DON (JASPER ST.
Telephone
Japanese-AmericaJudge H. L. Waldo, attorney for the fo.rred the charges against Aloore lOlclc"Santa Fo, is here on legal business.
the department of justice, where they public friendly. Do all you
Hack
ReLines.
Attorney Octaviano A. Larrazolo, of are under investigation, and also had "Hay excitement."
Las Vegas, is at the Montezuma.
suspended Charles T. Fur s another
Baron Shibusawa was called "the
Rigs you
C. Young and Frank Young, of
.mploye of the weather Bureau.
In the Cold
Pierpont Morgan of Japan" and is one
are here on business.
SADDLE PONIES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
of the great financiers of tho world.
J. Stafford, of Espanola, is at the HUGE ICEBERGS
Phone
San
Francisco
139.
310
St.
The
a
baron
visited
the
United
States
European hotel.
DISCOVERED
ARE
fome years ago, making a tour of the
J.
Mrs.
son
Jose Diaz,
of. Dr. and
country with a party of Japanese
M. Diaz, is back from El Paso, where
IS A GREAT COMFORT. Wj have some of the
D. C, April 16. Two statesmen, merchants and editors who.
Washington,
he
school.
been
has
Weil-MaYoung
attending
to
Finest Brussels Carpets and
traveled in a special train,
kugs
Diaz is glad to see his home city again great icebergs one hundred miles off
attract the eye and meet the purse.
steamship lanes and
land, spent this morning motoring with the
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
moving southward were discovered NEBRASKA SUPPORTS
his father.
AMENDMENT.
the revenue cutter Seneca, on
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is disby
Governor William C. McDonald i.3
Lincoln, Neb., April 16. A resoluApril 13, according to a delayed wireplayed in our show windows. We ask you to
to
his
desk
and
at
the capi'al
jback
to the revenue cutter tion by Representative McAllister,
less
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
has assumed his duties as'.iW 'is gnv- - servicedispatch One berg was in lati- calling upon the Nebraska delegation
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
today.
ernor. He is looking ir.uci improver; tude 44.36 and longtitude 49.09. The in congress to support the pending
in health and says that he- is fedinK
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
other was eleven miles west of that amendment to the federation constitu-- l
better tlian he has for weeks. His
tion providing for the election of fed-- j
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aJTrial
'many friends were glai to see him position.
erad judges every six years, was
out again and this mornm? found him WOULD RESTORE ALL
Order and Convince You.
Nebraska
house
the
by
adopted
today
CO.
AND
busy as ever.
of representatives.
FARMING LAND TO
Dr. F. H. H. Roberts of Las Vegas
HOMESTEAD ENTRY.
will address the Woman's club this
"AT AN AFTERNOON CALL
evening at the old Palic? on the sub- Law Provides Agricultural Land May
ject of "The Psychology ot Art."
M. O'CONNELL,
Be Segregated From Forest To Be said a popular Boclety woman, "the
of the
Charles J. Parsons,
subject of woman's health was under
Put To "Higher" Use."
flocal board of civil servl.v examiners,
116 OALISTEO STREET.
Phone 214 J
discussion, and to my amazement
is conducting examination? at the dis16. During to- three out of four women In the room,
April
Utah,
Ogden,
trict court today. The examinations
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
session of the conference of the who had happened to call at the same
being taken for junior engineer al- day's
of the agricultural de time, had found health in Lydia E.
ready mentioned are thoai of C. J. representatives
partment, which is now being held in Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Emerson and John A. Powers
Thousands of women in America
M. S. Wi'liams, O. L. 0er; and 15 this city, on the problem of locating of
DISTRIBUTOR OF
F. Seggerson are in Albuquerque to- all agricultural teracts in national for-- owe their health and happiness to
to the marvelous power of this famous
day on matters connected with the etts, plans were perfected looking to
medicine, which is made from roots
the restoration of all farming land
corporation commission.
and herbs, nature's remedy for worn- BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
Judge Abbott will go to San Juan homestead entry.
The law provides that agricultural an's ills,
county shortly to conduct court.
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
forJ. A. Farrell, chief clerk in the of land shall be segregated from the
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
fice of the "New Mexico Central, left est that it may be put to the higher
It also provides muiuiJTJTJrrimuTrLruTminuvLrunjii
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
this noon for a trtp to Et Paso, Tex, use of agricultural.
that lands more valuable for the timIt will not pay you to waste yout ber on them shall not1 be opened to
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
v Liceose Numbers,
time writing out your legal forms bomesteading. In other words, before
Next Door
Postoffice.
when you get them already printed agricultural lands shall be opened to
at the New Mexican Printing
entry, the agricultural department
PRESBYTERIAN
1 1
must determine them to be "chieil.y
THE AMERICAN I
valuable for agriculture."
;
EGGS FOR HATCHING
OUR LINE OF
The law is plain but the conference
CHURCH
has found difficulty in positively determining what lands are "chiefly valEXTRAFANCYGOODS
GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
uable for agriculture." ,
;
13
to
classification is
The decision as
IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.
ATLANTA, GA.
Where Quality Governs the Price to be based upon climate, topography
The
Chick
hatched
makes
early
and soil and whether these are favor
Below you will find articles
May 14th
and Price the Quality
the Winter Layer I
able or adverse to farming must be
you may be sure of getting'
considered for each locality in view
FRESH
EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
at any time at our store :
of the fact that the conditions from
Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe
Arkansas to Oregon in the most moun
Anchovies
Its not a new idea, but one
tainous portions of all the western
CHAS.
A.
WHEELON,
Anchovies in Oil
Dates of Sale, May 10 to I J, 1913.
well worth considering when
BECI5TCBIB
states vary in climate from the mild
I
j
I
Anchovy Paste
204 J.
Phone
315 Palace Ave.
to
lower
you buy your Groceries. The
hills
the
the
fruit regions of
EXTENDED RETURN LIMIT
Bar le Due Jelly purity and wholesomenrss o
glacial regions of the lofty peaks; that
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported
tickets with joint
By
depositing
all foods sold in our store
they vary in slope from lands absoTuna Fish in Olive Oil
agent at Atlanta, not later than
Is your best kind of Health
too
for
to
those
level
steep
plow
lutely
Tuna Fish, Plain
June 10th, and payment of $1 exInsurance for you. Inferior
ing, or, If tillable subject to washing
French Tunny Fish, in Olive Oil
tension of final limit may be obgoods are not sold by us. We
in
in
soil
depth,
away; and vary
to reach original starting
Pate de Fois Gras
tained
first-cla- ss
to
wish
leave
who
that
those
business-building
natural 'fertility and moisture
only realized the
C. & B. Parmasan
Cheese in
point not later than midnight of
to take chances.
HIGH
June 30th 1913.
Bottles
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
Previously it has been necessary for
Imported Sardells
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
For Further Particulars Call On or Address,
to
out
settler
seek
each
prospective
not intrust its selection to subordinate
Dundee Marmalade
WILL PERMIT is the basis
own little parcel of land and ask
his
Pure
Olive.
Oil
Italian
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
upon which we want our
for an examination. It has been dePure French Olive Oil
business stationery
to make
Please
And,' you
reputation to rest.
as soon as any definite
Santa
cided
that
Fe, - - New Mexico
Pure French Olive Oil
remember this.
Fire, Life, Accident
areas now have been classified, the
lOOft efficient, you would specify
Heinz Preserved Fruit In Crock
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
reports will be available to, the pub
Heinz Mustard Catsup
It will not pay you to waste your
lic and the various agricultural tracts
Heinz
time writing out your legal forms
Mandalay Sauce
fori
be
secured
land
which
cf
may
RECEIVED
when you can get them already print
Ripe Olives,' Large Ones
r.omes may De tearnea upon
Dusseldorf Style Mustard
od at the New Mexican Printing
load Of tion to the department without applica
the ex
Company.
Farms
the
of
a
of
tour
and
country
City Property,
Boss
pense
We also have a full line f
without payment of fees to land
Orchards
Ranches,
..Subscribe for the Santa F- - New
DELICATE
AN GOODS.
FOODS
Land Grants, Etc
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
Monarch Canned Goods,
Water-Marthe time and works for the .upbuild'
........ 7 '
PROMINENT MEN AS JURORS.
t
Canned
Richelieu
floods,
ing of our new State.
Colo
"
1
Colorado
:
'": v
Springs,April
Hunt's Hand Peeled CaliforLuxe Busfiiess Paper
"
most
of the
representative
It will not pay you to waste your
nia Canned Fruits.
men who have ever sat On a jury in
form
time writlug out your legal
were
sworn
El
in
as
Paso
county
find
COUPON CHASE & SANBORN'S.
because by comparison you would
Of
when you can get them already printgrand jurors by Judge W. S. Morris
MIIIIMIMIMIMM
ed at the New Mexican Printing com-- '
Coffee.
in the district court this morning.
in quality-chara- cter
BOND is far beyond the average Bond
pany.
The personnel of the jury follows:
GROCERY
all
GO.
MODERN
Telephone 194 W., Room
Clarence Phelps
stationery
impressiveness,
Dodge, Grant C.
Hemenway, Joseph G. Dern, P. J.
LAUGHLIN building,
really, productive.
Ryan, Bert S. Kaufman, John F. MurKAUflE
all of Colorado Springs; E. "J.
CO.
H.
ray
- NEWMEXICO
SANTA FE
today. And see the
specify
Phones Main 34&63W
Macke, Colorado City; William Len-noCARS STORED AND KEPT CLEAN
Manitou; Frank Kirk, Easton-ville- :
difference. 9 Let us show you samples.
836 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
C. A. Gore. Fountain: A.
E.
Scratch Pads ot all descriptions an
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
10 pounds for SO cent!
BROWN & PARSONS, P80PMETOIS
E.
all
Colorado
2
and
Grimwood,
Springs,
qualities,
N. Mj ,
tlanta
t
r- AL De La Vergne. Ivywild.
New Mexican office
-

N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
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Weather
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stocked. Best

Entire Stable
can get.
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and Retail
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UNDERTAKING

WAGNER

FURNITURE

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
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Manager.
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AND

GREGG & COLE, Props.
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LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

MULLIGAN & RISING,
DIRECTORS
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.
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THE VALLEY RANCH,

Organized in 1870.

rime la the test of a bank'a endurance and etrength.
Growth determlnea its adaptability to changing condiThis barik haa auccessfully withstood all the
tions.
country's financial and commercial disaster for over
forty years. Its management haa regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that atlll
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit an! Deposit
Letters of Credit and Drafts 'Issued on
opened.
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It fs Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banklij
business.

Where are you going to spend your vacation?
If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tenuis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building. Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
Yours?
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looks belie them.
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meets my approval.
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MATTERS, A LESSON CAN BE LEARNED
dering what can be done to make San- AMONG THE ED
ta Fe more advanced and to place her
FROM IT.
WHV ALASKA
where she ought to be among the
A Buffalo man is organizing a colony of settlers to go to Alaska to take
cities of the state.
Good Enough,
up farm lands.
There are few who will not admit' An exchange says if the price of cat- - A citizen, in an interview with one
What the attraction can be for the unseen and the unknown is beyond that there is room for improvement tie continues to ascend porterhouse of the New Mexican staff recently,
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
and a necessity for it, as well, if wo steak will be fifty cents a pound. And called attention to the following facts,
comprehension, but the lure seems to be irresistible.
It is shown in the repeate 1 excursions to the ends of the earth, as we are going to hold our own in this age (then poor folks can't even afford the viz: That during the Seligman admin
call it, or the two poles of the world. Xo hardships seem to be too great to of growth and progress.
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to appall. It is the spirit of adventure which seems to be Inbred in humanity. Bystander to find fault with conditions j folkB. Springer Stockman,
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ed quarterly report, showing amounts
or officials, or people or anything
Knows, But Won't Tell,
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
It is the Indian in us.
.r,,,
out for some development in a received and disbursed for the precedCentral Location.
The colony to go to Alaska to farm goes on an entirely different errand that kind, but only an intense desire!
ing quarter. That this cereditable
from that of the explorer, and this only makes one wonder the more why such to get Santa Fe in the way of doing railroad way soon. We are not at
in the right way and taking ad-- i erty to give more just now, but there practice has not been continued during
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
an expedition should be taken or even dreamed of.
Here in the broad, beautiful wept, lie thousands upon thousands of uncul- vantage of every possible agency to Uj sure going to be something doing, the present administration, and the
make a better city.
tivated acres, open lo entrance to settlers.
it is always the darkest just before tax payers are wondering why they
I am glad that the matter is being the dawn and
Over them the chill of a long winter never settles, but up on them the
Farmington will begin to are not favored with the confidence
sun shines almost without cloudiness. Opportunities for irrigation are abund- tinder consideration and that our peo see the dawning day in a short time shown them by the former administra
tion, inasmuch as they are footing the
ple are thinking and planning, all in
ant, and the soil is of incomparable richness.
Farmington
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bills.
a spirit toward making this old city '
Blew Back.
Coming to the west is not ostracism, like the going to Alaska. One is
OPEN DAY AND N1QHT
About Christmas during the stormy
It has been reported that the balstill at home. There is every Inducement, every attraction, and yet, the rest what it ought to be, one of the very:
From
best known and most attractive cities weather one of Hugo 'Loewenstein's ance on hand shortly 'before the exless American spirit must look farther to be content
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Room for Rent, 25c and 50c.
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far away land is difficult indeed to understand, when here within our own
sults are achieved from its expenthe disbursements of the city duringi
Simply Horrified.
Short Orders at All Hours.
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borders, amid natural beauties that are miraculous, are opportunities for
diture.
Apropos the election for school di- the past fourteen months, and suggestagriculture that are almost beyond comprehension.
way. Good covered hacks and good
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We want the money to be spent to rectors, we are horrified at the idea ed that so far as one could observe,
$5.00 teams. Fare $5.00 round
We want colonies in our great west. We want wideawake, progressive
trip. Team
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acres of land In See, 10, Town0
s,
son who if. most comfortable is not
Eulogio Sandoval,
Fiilbertp
of
had
that
been
the bank
currency say
Repeated applications
as ship 19 N., Ranee 6 E. List
idea of a tariff revision does generally vhat we term the best made
Jose
It has become very evident that Louisiana's
Larranaira.
X,nclano
Op.
i.
closed
for
the
because
three prinof the relations of
...
clemency for
" p. tegaTall of Lamy, N. M. "
v - f
ovt wuu .1,
not include free sugar.
dressed? The stylish clothea are not cipals in what was-- one of the most president with a failed commercialits u.
wai
aewoy
'that
:
MANUEL R. OTERO, v
the comfortable clothes certainly not celebrated murder cases of ita time. concern.
all person.
"
the land adverse- "
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Away From
Blood Bendag

Many people are shackled to continued
by the drugs they use. These
seem to dry up the surface but there's
a Ktomuch almost destroyed, there are
ulcerated bones; locomotor ataxia, convulsions, abscesses, falling hair, impaired
eye sight, deafness, and a host of other

recognized as the greatest blood purifier
ever known.
If you have been fighting some blood
trouble, some eruptive skin disease, call
It eczema, lupus, psoriasis, malaria, scrofula or what you will, there is but one
sure, safe way to cure It. Ask at any
drug store for a $1.00 bottle of S. S. S.
and you are then on the road to health.
The action of this remarkable remedy
is just as direct, Just as positive, Just
as certain in its Influencve as that the
sun rises In the east.' It Is one of thoso
rare medical forces which act in the
blood with the same degree of certainty
that is found in all natural tendencies.
The manner in which it dominates and
controls the mysterious transference of
rich, red, pure arterial blood for tho
diseased venous blood is marvelous.
Out through every skin pore acids,
germs and other blood impurities are
forced in the form of Invisiblo vupor.
The lungs breath it out, the liver is
stimulated to consume a great proportion
of impurities, the stomach and intestines
cease to convey Into tho blood stream
the catarrhal, malarial germs; the bowels.
kidneys, bladder and all cmunctorles of
the body are marshalled Into a fighting
force to expel every vestige of eruptive
disease.
There Is scarcely a, community anywhere but what has Its living example
of the wonderful
curative effects of
S. S. S. Get a bottle 'of thts famous rem.
cdy today, and If your case is stubborn
or peculiar write to The Swift Speeiflo
Co., 127 Swift Bldg., Atlanta. Ga. Their
medical laboratory is famous and Is conducted by renowned experts in blooii mid

Get Away From This Misery. Let 6. S. S.
Do It for You.
troubles continue to make life miserable.
There Is one blood remedy thnt you can
only rely upon. It Js not a "dope," not a
physic, not a mineral poison but a pure,
powerful medicine that cleanses your
blood so completely; so washes your
veins, arteries and tissues; so thoroughly
bathes your body with Internal healthful
influence that soon you not only feel a
Wonderful change but your entire appearance undergoes the most welcome
S. S. S. lias long been skin diseases.
transformation.

NEWS OF THE STATE
"

AN ORCHARD EXPERIMENT.
Bob Poster of the Corrumpa neighborhood has just completed planting
an orchard of 700 trees covering every
variety of fruit which is thought might
make good in this high altitude. We
hope he will be successful, as this
country must he tried out by somebody and his success may mean much
in encouraging others also to plant
trees. Des Moines Commoner,

dose up the deal. Farmington

Times-Hustle-

BIG REALTY DEAL.

important land deal was consummated last week, whereby George W.
Kickox disposed of his fine irrigated
farm consisting of 218 acres on South
Seven rivers, about three and a halt
miles southwest from Lakewood, and
known as "Linger Longer," to E. F.
An

Karwick

of Artesia.
This Is one of the choice farms in
the lower valley; it is irrigated by a
large artesian well, one of the best
In the valley; has over 100 acres in
cultivation, 50 acres in alfalfa. A
bungalow
practically new
house situated in a picturesque grove
on the banks of the historic stream of
South Seven rivers.
The consideration in the deal is
$25,000 and Mr. Hickox takes over
Artesia city property to this amount.
Charles E. Stocks, one of the hustling
real estate-agent- s
of this city, made
the deal. Lakewood Progress.
OIL DEVELOPMENT.
Two new derricks are "how being
constructed for the purpose of operating for oil in the Dayton field.
One of these is going up on the
Fowler land, just across the road
west of the Brown well. This is the
work of the Pecos Valley company,
which, has two irigs operating and
one wef! pumping.
The other derrick is being put over
the well on what was formerly the
Rhodes land, which Is two and a half
miles southwest of town. This work
is being (lone by R. J. Begelow, under
Pickerel-Devor- e
r. contract for the
company. When this well was drilled
some two years ago for artesian water a strong showing of oil was struck

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

AFRAID THE BILL
WILL CAUSE

PANIC
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414

St.,

Spaulding

says: "Recently while having a spell

Backache.

FOR PERMANENT

TARIFF COMMISSION.

N. Y.
E. D. Grover,

Kidneys

Washington, D. 0., April 10. In
much of the discussion of the new
tariff measure, it probably will be de
scribed as the "Underwood bill. I
Possibly it would be more exact to
THE CAPITAL
it as the
it
if
is
no
doubt
for
there
that,
bill,"
depended upon Mr. Underwood alone the Democratic
campaign was to reto supply the chief element of driving
cost of living and the chief
duce
the
power, the bill us finally enacted method which the Democrats promised
would not bear much resemblance to to
employ in bringing about such a rethe measure he introduced on the op- duction
was just this kind of a smashening day of the session. The real ing cut in tariff rates. So the test of
ioic: t,;3in,'' -: r'n Is the president. fulfillment of that promise will come
Mr. Wilson has done a number of. when
the pending rudiict:;:i
things since his election quite out of law and has had reasonable opporthe ordinary presidential course, but
to operate.
he has done nothing more extraordi- tunity
Roth Republicans
and Democrats
ambitious
his
in
than
attempt,
nary
over the1
display
interesting
anxiety
efto
was
made
before the bill
public,
Democrats are dessituation.
Many
fect an agreement upon it between
perately afraid that the bill will proEenate and house leaders, so that it duce
hard times and possibly panic.
unshould go through
practically
Many Republicans are afraid that it
inare
there
many
changed. Moreover,
will not.
The Democrats hope but
dications now that he has been large- do not know that the bill will
fulfill
ly successful and it will be particular- their campaign
promises. The Repubbill
find
to
his
going
ly surprising
licans hope but do not know that it
through both house and senate un- will smash industry as well as rates
amended in any important particular. and afford an
opportunity for a reThere are numerous elements of dis newal of the old standard cry lor tariff
satisfaction in the bill. Many Demo- privilege.
crats in both house and senate are The fact is, nobody knows what the
vigorously opposed to several of its bill will do, just as nobody knows exprovisions. They would be glad to see actly the reason for any particular
,mportttnt'challg(, but they do not provision in it. The bill has been
dare. Mr. Wilson has been successful made in exactly the same manner and
in his first move, for the bill is ac- by the same methods that previous
cepted widely as a smashing reduc- Republican bills were made, on secret
tion of rates and already there is no information rather than on data oblittle talk that the result is bound to tainable by the general public. The
be a substantial decrease in the cost Democratic ways and means commit
of living. Many articles of daily con- tee went through the perfunctory
sumption by all the people either go farce of. holding public hearings just
en the free list or sustain substantial as the Republican ways and means
cuts in duties.
committee did. The same kind of tesThis is really the paramount per- timony was given on each occasion.
formance of the bill. The promise of Mr, Underwood ostensibly used this

ladder.

n

Lodjie
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ct kidney trouble i took Foley Kidney
Pills and got the very best of results
Their action was prompt and effective. I had backache and pains in the
right side, my kidneys were congested and their action Irregular.
Since
using Foley Kidney Pills I have had
no more backache and no trace of my
former kidney trouble."

"Wilson-Underwoo-

d

M.

f':ffS;J

ff$MWfc.

ir

FOR KENT Rooms for men. Newly
furnished.
Hot water heat. Use of
day in each month at library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson CorMasonic Hall at 7:30 ner Crant and Johnson. Tel. 270.1.
No. 1, K. T.

Regular

p. m.

WESLEY O. CONNER, JR
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

I-

.

PHARMACY.
to justify one set of rate."
just as Mr. Payne ostensibly used his
testimony to justify his rates. In each
case, if there was any positive information on which the rates were based,
it was conveyed to the authors of Mie
bill in secret and has never been made
method of
public. The Democratic
tariff making is evict!" no much
sham as was the Republican method.
The Democrats talk of the "principle
of tariff for revenue only;" the Repul
licans talk of the "principle of high
protection." Neither side has the snp- ... .., ..nl,..:H....ll.. ,.i,.lr,A n..,kn.
iiacn writes a lamr
lie intormation.
and by "rule of
bill by guesswork
thumb."
The demand of the Progressive
party is that all this sham fighting
shall cease; that there shall be created, first of all, a permanent, independent,
expert tariif commission with ample power and means
to secure complete, reliable information upon all subjects entering into
tariff legislation. Thus there would oe
furnished to everybody,
men alike, the
and
fullest information concerning every
item of a tariff bill. With such assist
ance, congress would work intelligently in tariff legislation.
Midnight meetings with the chairman of the ways and means committee or of the finance committee would
no longer avail "special interests, "
whether these "special interests' were'
manufacturers demanding high rates
or Importers asking for low rates.
testimony

high-tarif-

f,

low-tari-
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Santa Fo Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Ac
cented Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
ttie third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Rite
Scottish
Cathedral.
Visiting
Masons are cordially Invited to attend.
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
B. P. O. Z.

.i
tr.s.
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460,

Secretary
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DB. PIERCE'S

Favorite Prescription
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ATTORNEYS ATLAW.

Camp
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
W. a
City Attorney.
meets second Tuesday each month, so- Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
cial meeting third
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Visit
G. W. PRICHARD,
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHIT TIER, Consul.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
ODD FELLOWS,
beforo the State Supreme Court.
No. 2, I. O. O. F. Office: Laughlin
Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe Lodge
8

meets

regularlj Chas.

.

F. Eaelcy,

Chas. R. Eagley,
EA3LEY,
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
Practice in the Courts and Before
Land Department.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Land grants and titles examined.
holds
its
No.
regular
Lodge
25,
Santa Fe, N. M branch Office, Eit&a-cia- ,
eacb
of
on
first
the
Thursday
meeting
N. It.
.
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. in.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
M. J. McGUINNESS
come.
Attorney-at-Law- .
BENITO ALAR1D, President.
Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
F. W. FARMER
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
No.
Homestead
Dentist.
2879, Brother,
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. .....
hood of AmeriRooms l, 2 and 3.
can Yoemen.
Meets first Frl Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
day of the
And by Appointment.
month at the
Firemen's Hall.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
M.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth-eralways welcome.

EASLEY

DR.

Santa Fe Lodge Office
No. 2, Knights of

202

Pythias meets
every Monday
evening at 8 o'clock
In
Odd
Fellows
Hall.

All visiting
are most

Knights
cordially invited.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.

S.

J.

DIAZ,

Water St.,

Phone8

I

j

Hours,

I

to

3

P. M

Office, 220 W
Residence, 9 J

Work. Portable Coils to be

ay

used

at patient's

home.

C. C. GUNTER, M. EX,
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,

Rooms

9
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
prom ply attended day or night.
18-1-

OFFICE
HOTJES;
2 to 4
7 to 8

1 to If a. m.,

p. m.,

p. m

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Laud Office at Santa Fe, N. M March
12. 1913.
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Filo-men-

Rooms, Houses & Ranches
What l.'ave You to Rent?

"

4

2

m'

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies
Typewriters sold, exchcanged
and tented. Standard makes handled.
AH repair work and
typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fo Typewriter ExW.
231
Phone
change,

holds

J

THE WEATHER

$18.00 Weekly
Lady or gentleman
as field representative soliciting subscriptions to leading fashion publication and appointing
National Sales Association, Los Angeles,
Calif., 503 San Fernando Bldg.

P. O. E.
Its regular List it with MRS. SUM VERS, Room
tession on the sec- 11, Laughlln Block.
Rooms and houses furnished or unfourth
and
ond
A select list
Wednesday cf each furnished.
always on
V I 1 1 ing hand.
month.
brothers are invlt'
Saves You Time and Money.
ed and welcome.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Exalted Ruler,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
C. H. WILSON,
i

first-clas-

9p

One horse.

Santa Fe Commandery

j

'

FOR SALIS OK
lie UiKlioji'ti Ruucb.

Regular communication first Monday

of each month at
FOR RI5XT Modem house, and
at I'lii'iiiHlii'd house.
Masonic
Hall
Apply 102 Chapelle
7:30.
street.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
CHAS. E. LLVXEY, Secretary.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
fcr light housekeeping.
Apply 302
Sautf. Fe Chapter No Falace avenue.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
FOR RENT A throe or six room
second
convocation
ApMonday of each month house furnished or unfurnished.
at Masonic Hall at ply to D. S. Lowitzki.
7:30 p. m.
Want to sen or trade your property?
J. A. MASSIB.
Solthwest
H. P Ask for our free bit; list.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Heal Estate Exchange, Moriarly, N.
Secretary.

Ime

WASHINGTON

Montezuma
No. 1, A F.

A

ARTESIA AWAKE.
Everybody is enthusiastic over the
new chamber of commerce organized
last week, the feeling being that this
organization will be one of the best
things in the booster line that Artesia
has ever seen. There is new blood in
the chamber of commerce, new men
who have had long experience in some
of the best business men's clubs of the
southwest, and the fact that they are
tp.king up the work from the start
TROUBLED MEXICO AND SOME OF HIS CABINET
HUERTA
means rapid strides for Artesia. Of
the three officers named, two of them,
MEXICO.
MAKING IT
OFFICIALS.WHO HAVE THE JOB
Mr. Lanning and Mr. Rand, are new
men in the valley, and are connected,
3a a large- way, with the active development of this section. Mr. Lanning
has 640 acres of land adjoining Artesia on the mesa which he is putting
into a high state of cultivation. Mr.
Rand is manager of the
dollar electric plant, which will irrigate ten thousand acres of fertile land,
which has heretofore laid idle. Pecos
Valley News.
AZTEC IMPROVEMENTS.
The Aztec Electric Light company
has been laboring against odds since
they installed their plant at Aztec, but
againBt all these odds they have gone
steadily on, repairing every break in
the ditch with expensive permanent
improvements.
after passing through the first was
Now, in order to insure
ter flow. A plug was set in the well
coldall
at
lights
times, during the
below the water flow to prevent the
est weather and during any tempor- til from
flowing out with the water
ary break or low water in ditch, they und damaging the land. The object
have installed a large boiler and en cf the
"
present work is to set a pack
gine. L. A. Newell, an expert engin- er and string of casing to separate
eer, and. William Meyring of Denver, the oil from the water
drill out
has been here installing the machinery the plug, so as to make and
a test of the
and in a few days everything will be oil. It is
thought that the well will
In readiness.
make- a good pumping proposition.
The Aztec Electric Light company
Drilling at Oil City has been stopped
has shown their faith in the future of temporarily, but Manager McAdams
Aztec by investing heavily in this en- is making arrangements to set another
terprise, and the progressive citizens rig over the hole and do his own
cf Aztec show their appreciation by
using the lights. Aztec Democrat.
Minister of Foreign Affair, de la Bara, Minister of War de Mondragon, President Huerta, Minis- COI?1panyJs;-e"to',iB"t;
S. P. BUYS MORE LAND.
e o
va mo ter J Public Works Kra Stanol, Minister of State Garcia Gornados.
"
A deal was closed in Farmington
aoa ot niuimunu lease wimout any
Monday by which the Southern Pa- Ic ss of time. While It is not definitely
cific again secures another 160 acres known just how deep they are at
No. 13S33, for NW
NW
Sec
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
of coal land. The sale was made by present, they are thought to be about
NE
NE
NW
26, N
Sec
John H. Brown, of this place, and the 100 feet.
27, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M
bond is located adjoining some of the
Other companies continue to make
DE VARGAS.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
was
to
67
40
From
the
degrees
range
to
come
Southern Pacific's other holdings. The preparations
into the field.
E. D. Stark, Albuquerque.
tion to make five year Proof, to estab
of temperature here yesterday and the
deal was made by Durango real estate Dayton Informer.
H. C. Blair, Fort Worth, Texas.
lif h claim to the land above described,
was
21
relative
per A. M. Hoy, Taos, N. M.
average
humidity
men, who had come here a second time 8WALLOWS HALr PINT
H. C. Kinsell, S. U. Comr., at
before
m.
6
a.
cent At
today the mercury H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas.
to close the deal.
OF CARBOLIC ACID. stood at 41.
Stanley, N. M., on May 10, 1913.
was a clear,
Yesterday
Some time ago an option was seWm. G. Oliver, Denver.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Grand Junction, Colo.,
,
16.
warm day with a mean temperature of A.
cured and aa the deal was closed up Mrs. Bessie Trezlse, agedApril
J. Nesbet, Denver.
21, ended 6
Ventura
Pantaleon
Anaya,
Montoya,
above
the
average.
degrees
Monday some think that it shows that her life early today by drinking alP. G. Morean, Denver.
Jcse Valencia, Pino Villanueva, all of
The temperature in other cities this
the Southern Pacing is reviving in most half a pint of carbolic
E. A. Murray and family, Virginia.
acid. Her
Galisteo, N. M.
follows:
terest in this section.
morning
Samuel Magill, Raton.
the drug
agpnies after swallowing
MANUEL R. OTERO,
A thing that lends a great deal of awakened her husband, who stated
Norman Skinner, Las Vegas.
Amarlllo, 52; Bismark, 42; Boise, 38,
Register
strength to this opinion is the fact that last night she threatened to end her Cheyenne, 30; Dodge City, 44; DuranDavid Beer, New York.
W. Gifford, who is the man that has life. An inquest will be held.
go 32; Flagstaff, 40; Grand Junction
H.
New
Edward
York.
Ziska,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
charge of all the Southern Pacific's
Mrs. Trezlse came here from Colo 40; Helena, 42; Kansas City, 54; LanChas. Schield, St. Louis.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
coal holdings was here and helped rado Springs where her family lives. der, 38; Los Angeles, 46; Modena, 24;
T. J. Roe, Detroit, Mich.
January 28, 1913.
Phoenix, 52; Portland, 44; Pueblo, 50;
MONTEZUMA.
Department of the Interior,
Rapid City, 44; Rosenburg, 36; Ros- - Edwin F. Coard, Santa Fa
Notice is hereby given that
well, 42; Salt Lake, 40; San Francis
H. A. Coomer, Santa Fe."
Pino de Alarld, heir of Jose
co, 52; Spokane, 40; Tonopah, 36;
Wm. Beacham, Santa Fe.
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
Winnemucca, 34.
Geo. Mignardot, Santa Fe.
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made HomeTHE FORECAST.
A. E. Whittington, New Orleans.
stead Entry No. 014579, for SW
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair C. A. Larrazolo, Las Vegas.
SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
weather tonight and Thursday.
J. A. Whitmore, Las Vegas.
N
NW
NW
SW
Section
For New Mexico: Tonight and F. Hubbell, Chicago.
6, Township 11 N, Range 13 E., N. M.
It is the rurht of evervnna tn liw ..J t
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenC. Young, Roswell.
cheerful life. We, Thursday fair; not much change in
cannot do so If ill health takes ho. Jus.
tion to make five year proof, to esRoswell.
Frank
temperature.
Young,
The wife, mother nd (Uuffhter suffering from hot
CONDITIONS.
tablish claim to the land above de
fluW
F. E. Van Haren, San Francisco.
Fair weather is general this morn
C. F. Wainswright, Los Angeles.
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
U. S." Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
ing over the western states and the
Arthur Walser, Denver.
ThmnU m nmmd. Watt
jtm experience has prorea anmfetakaMr that southwest, but cloudiness and showers John R. Gass, Albuquerque.
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. E. Metzloft, Albuquerque.
prevail in the northwest and on the
Pacific. It is somewhat wanner on
Alex Sneed, Albuquerque.
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopez, of Leyla,
the eastern slopes of the Rockies, but
N. M, istonlo Villanueva, Agustln
HacUrsA f Galisteo, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
stationery or cooler on the western.
Conditions favor a continuation of Department of the Interior, U. S.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
?
JwrnmHn. Fcr 40
JS!
r. It h..
warm, pleasant weather in this sec- Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April
Register
cr
of
oiMMWit
lUmpo-fu fiOcriii
receipt
tion tonight and Thursday.
k v
1, 1913.
Buffalo, M. X.
Work for the New Mexican, it Is
Notice is hereby given that Reymun-dDr.
Pellets regnlate aad htrlnrmte
New Mexican Want Ads always
Analla, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on working for you, for Santa Fe and
April 6, 1908, made Hd. Entry 0S186, the new state
bring results. Try IL
five-roo-
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MASCIC.

Drugs in Common Use Harmful as the Disease Thsy
are Supposed fo Cure.
Buffering
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A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
Effective January

1st, 191 J.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a, m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

carries passengers to Albu
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4

eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning,
a. m.

arrive Santa Fe 12:30

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

a

Notice is bereby given that Pablo
Aranda, of San Pedro, N. M., woo, on
August 9, 1912, made Homestead apNB
plication No. 01C994, for S
NW
Section il,
Sec. 23, S
Townsbip 12 N., Range 6 B., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before H. C. Kinsell, U. Comr., at
Stanley, N. M., on April 21, 1913.
Claimant
names as witnesses:
Roberto Armijo, Nicolas Montoya,
Manuel Vigil, Daniel Wright, all of
Golden, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2

Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 12, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Romero, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
August 6th, 1909, made Homestead Entry No. 09474, for Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Section 18, Township 13 N., Range 9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on May 24, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Vareia, Marcos Gonzales, of
Santa Fe, N. M., Francisco Gonzales,
Trinidad Martinez of Kennedy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
IT. S

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forma
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com

Pa7v

I

'

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PAOE EIGHT

F. ANDREWS OFFICIAL MEWS

WEDNESDAY,

LOCAL ITEMS.

HELD HIS SON BEFORE
A PASSENGER TRAIN.
Seattle, Wash., April 16. C." N.
Johnson, a stationary engineer, was
found guilty of murder in the first
degree yesterday for causing the
death of his six year old child by
standing'with the boy in his arms in
front of a speeding passenger train
December 3, 1912. Johnson, on the
witness stand, told of making a suicide attempt with his little son, after
Johnson and his wife had quarreled.
Witness of the killing said the child
pleaded with his father not to destroy
him. The boy was killed instantly and
Johnson received a broken leg and a
cut on the head. Sentence will be
imposed later, and may be either
death or life imprisonment as the
law passed by the last legislature does not go into effect until

APRIL 16, 1913.

THE. STORE

Which Has" a Most Complete
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
Assortment of
The finest rooms in tht city, having
electric licht. steam heat and hatha.
LINEN
STAMPED
CORRECT
MILLINERY,
ed for water rights south of the city, The
NO ERROR IN TELLEZ REARREST,
European Hotel, centrally lothe
purpose cated. State Progressive Headquar
EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND COLThere lias been some mismider-- ' rave been continued for
tert in the hotel.
standing regarding the parole of OctaORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON. viano L. Tellez. .The impression
FOR A LIMITED TIME :
one of
Two foreign corporations,
Sassafras Bark at Zook's Pharmacy.
gained in reporting the case and so
The grounds surrounding the new
understood by others was that there Kentucky and one of Wisconsin, tiled
.10
$
Banquet Tomatoes,
can,
per- - residence of Mrs. Arthur E. P.
had heen an error in his re arrest, in their articles of Incorporation
"
1.20
per dozen,!
corner of Grant avenue and
of the case Acting Governor mittine them to do business in New
SOUTHEASTCORNER PLAZA.
speaking
2.35
per case,
de Baca says: "You give as grounds Mexico. They wire: The Western Johnson street, will soon bo parked,
a regular 2for 25c
Banquets are the standard No.
for the parole the reason 'that the re- Realty company, with principal offices a lawn laid, and a circle drive built,
h.ajorities cast iu favor of saloons.
seller. Our price 10c per can.
arrest was made through some errors,' at Williamsburg, Ky., capital stoclc, vhich will make the property one of
in
handsomest
tho
Mitchell,
Huron, Pierre, Fort Pierre,
the
amount
the
issued,
city.
misunderstood
and
$10,000
actually
you, no doubt,
WANTED Some second hand tents
will
office
local
The
Aberdeen, Yankton and this city are
grounds for the parole as there was $3S,000.
he at North Des Moines, and the P. O. Box 345.
among the larger cities to vote license.
positively no error in the
Attention A short
Scouts,
Boy
According to the best information at local agent J. J. Rogers. The other
meeting will be held Friday at 7:30 p.
hand Governor Curry intended, and company is the Roswell
STORMY SCENE WHEN
14.
SPEAKER IS ATTACKED.
evidently thinks he did, parole Tellez Orchard company of Milwaukee coun- ni. sharp. All Scouts who wish to par- June
in 1908, but made no order or record, ty, Wisconsin, local offices at Roswell, ticipate in the "hike" Saturday, April
WILL
benot
BE
CONFIRMED
PAGE
rooms
Scout
should
be
at
19th,
local agent E. D. Beeman.
and further Tellez unquestionably
Springfield, 111., April 16. Incensed
AS AMBASSADOR TO ENGLAND
later than 10 a. m. with provisions. A
lieved that he had been paroled and
a ruling of Speaker McKinley, Lee
at
A BELATED ENTRY.
for this and the additional reason of
trip on foot will be made to Arroyo
Washington, D. C, April 16. The O'Neil Browne, who figured in the
to
Hondo.
So
scoutmaster.
certified
as
the
senate
to
committee
of
relations
conduct
says
Tellez,
foreign
good
Lorimer investigation, was prevented
FOR SALE Milk
and Cream. day acted favorably on the nominaby a petition signed by numerous
Des Moines, la., April 16. Belated
from making an assault upon the
L.
was
he
C.
tions of Walter H. Page to be am
persons of his neighborhood,
of the Wisconsin four mile re- Morning and evening delivery.
entry
only by the Intervention of
speaker
Phone 19 J.
bassador to Great Britain and Dudley
paroled by me while acting as gov- lay team for the Drake carnival was Pollard.
of the lower house of
members
ether
Attention Co. E. There will be a Malone to be third assistant secretary
ernor."
received Here today. The team of
the legislature today. Gus Kein,
E.
Co.
of
drill
of
First
at
is
state.
Confirmation
BONDS FILED.
Regiment
expected
regular
that school won the event last year
who owes his appointof Infantry, N. W. N. G., this evening, the executive session of the senate
In accordance with the law passed setting the' local record.
ment to Browne, did not obey the
at
o'clock
seven
Wednesday,
sharp. Thursday.
by the last session of the legislature
are
All members of the company
The committe also recommended speaker's orders to make Browne
bonds have been filed with the sec-IMMORALITY.
his seat. He may be disciplined
'
to
at
be
confirmation
the
ordered
of John Bassett Moore
armory
'
hereby
corof
the
Sols Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
etary of state by members
The disturbance came In discusof
to
time.
counsellor
of
order
that
be
state
at
the
By
promptly
depart
'Jle
poration cmnmission as follows: H. .S. the
Mann white D. Pacheco, captain commanding Co. ment and John E. Osborn of Wyom sion of a resolution for a sweeping
inciples of
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages Williams O. I. Owen and M. S. Groves
ALFALFA SEED.
of Cook counbe localized to restrict
law can.
slave
E.
.
ing as first assistant secretary of legislative Investigation
.
tor me sum oi ?iu,juu, as memue.B m
resolution
The
affairs.
,,hl
ty
(Chicago)
do
to
Even
if you have
up your hair state.
the commission; B. F. Seggerson, aSdenj of Btate8(;whereas it is applicable
;i
was defeated.
The only exclusive
house in
Fe
will be a pleasa
several
times
it
day,
rate clerk, $2500; Thomas J. Sanford, now only to the case of interstate of- ure when you 'uve a gooa 'flexible rob- WETS CARRYING SOUTH DAKOTA.
corporation clerk, $2500.
fenses, is the thoiry of the state sen ber comb. Get it at Zook's.
WILLIAM GEARY ON STAND.
Sioux Falls, S. D., April 16. Wet
HEARINGS CONT!M(."iD.
ate DUDlic morals committee. The
and dry contests featured the muniin
kinds
of
We
all
heavy
specialize
Phone Black
i'he hearings of the cases before the members have reported favorably upPhiiue mack
cipal elections held in South Dakota
Denver, Colo.,
April 16. William
state engineers yesterday of J. W. on two bills which, if they become machine work. All work guaranteed.
In some towns the bat- Geary, dfscharged deputy highway
Transconti- yesterday.
Agents for Essenkay.
Norment and the Santa Fe Products law, will apply to
tles were lively. Of the cities and commissioner, against whom charges
nental Garage.
in which these parties ask-- ' ality, making the offense a felon.
towns reporting up to midnight, over of "padding" pay rolls have been
Error in Count In the list of candi50 landed in the wet column and 20 made, testified before the grand jury
dates in the local piano contest printcast their fortunes with the drys.
He
iu the district court here today.
ed in Tuesday's issue, the name of
Not a town in the. Black hills coun- wars still on the stand at the afternoon"
Mrs. Victor Casados was credited with
try went dry and In most cases large session.
IJ
only the same number she received
the week before; during the past
week 4010 votes were credited to her
by the judges but the same were in"
advertently omitted. Her standing to
date shows her having 37.GS5.
Our Benzoine, Witcn'Hazel and Al
mond Cream, try it. It relieves soreness, redness and roughness, makes
tne Bkin soft and smooth. Zook's.
(!)
Camp Fire Girls, Attention The
next regular meeting of the Camp Fire
Girls, Troop A, is to be held at 5 p. m.,
Thursday, April 17, at the home of
Mrs. J. W. March. Manuals and honor
beads are to be given out at this meetG. SARGENT,
ing. New work under "Handcraft" and
be assigned. Camp
will
"Homecraft"
urgFire Girls in Troop B are requested
W. H. MENDENHALL,
to meet with Miss Alice Kaune, guardian, Saturday at 1 a. m. The guard
ians are Mrs. J. W. March, Miss Kath-erinThe De Vargas will be remodelled In the Spanish style add
Muller and Miss Alice Kaune.
all
to
continues
be
made
Improvement
njwly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
on the new De Vargas hotel, and the
be
dinsubscrippapered. Many private baths and all the comlights that have been put in the
ing room and office have made a dehotel.
forts of a first-clas- s
cided change for the better. A considerable amount of building material
to be used in fixing the outside of the
structure and for pebbledash
work
mmmm
mmmmm
has arrived. The contractors expect '
w--v
K
m
mm
61"
i m T
to begin work at an early date.
Elks' Dance Those desiring to attend the dance to be given by the local
A
'
All Non-Winne- rs.
lodge of Elks next Friday night must
secure invitations from members, of
the entertainment committee, $1 per
now
deliv- couple will be the admission fee. Members are also granted permission to
invite their friends, and should notify
Phone 12. 1
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
the members of the committee of the
names of those invited. A full orchestra, a delightful luncheon and refreshments are on the bill and a big
'
time may be looked for.

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

i

j

Vf'SpORATION

j

rer

Rob-ii:so-

2'

Pecos-Valle-

y

MISS A. MUGLER

'

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, , Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

ro-su-

INTER-COUNT-

i

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

j

45

inter-count-

irmnor-compan-

y

First Period Vote Schedule
TERMINATES SATURDAY

NIGHT.

I

It was The Palace Hotel,

1

IT IS 1TOW

THE DE VARGAS

i

Candidates who are competing in The New Mexican's big $5,000 prize contest are
ently advised to turn in every available subscription on or before 9 o'clock Saturday night,
April 19th in order to realize the full voting value on each subscription. "Second Period"
voting schedule will take effect Monday, April 21st, on and after which date the voting
value of
subscriptions materially decrease. Candidates residing outside the city of Santa
Fe will privileged to mail their orders Saturday night and all letters containing
tions that are postmarked April 19th will be subject to "First Period" votes.

I
1
I

W.

VALUED AT OVER $5,000.00

Proprietor.

Business Manager.

5

HANDSOME PRIZES

SIX FOR EACH DISTRICT

1

w w

nrt

i

PLAIN I S l

BfcUDINU

Commission to

Order your Bedding Plants
ery Next Month.

$ 1 ,000.00 THE GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

for

-

To be awarded the candidate securing the greatest number of votes in the entire contest,
regardless as to where he or she resides in the State of New Mexico.
,

The Subscription
g

Price of the SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, NEW MEXICAN REVIEW and EL NUEVO MEXICANO
and Number of Votes Issued on Each Subscription.

FIRST PERIOD

SECOND PERIOD
From April 21st to May 3rd

Up to and Including April 19th
the followhis votes will be issued on
PRICK

VOTES

Old or
New
4,000
3.00
10.000
1
G.00
25.000
year.
12.00
60,000
30.00 200,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.
Mail
1.25
2.60
.
.
5.00
. 10.00
. 25.00
.

G

Mo
"

I 1.25
2.50

1.00
2.00
6.00

$

1.50

3.00

. .
G.00
5.00
year
"
12.00
10.00
" .. .... 25.00 30.00
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW

1

NUEVO

1

MEXICANO.

2
5

yenr
"
"

Mail
1.00
2.00
6.00

the following votes will be
on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN.

VOTES

2
5

PltlCB

Old or
New
3.000
8.000
25,000

Mail

f

year
"
"

3

VOTES

PRICE

1
2
5

PRICE

Carrier
$ 1.50

THIRD PERIOD
From May 5th to May 17th.

the following votes will be
on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN.

subscriptions :
NEW MEXICAN.
Mo..

FOREST FIRE IS
20 MILES LONG
AND 17 MILES WIDE.

PRICE

Old or
New
3,000
8,000
20,000
50,000
150,000
OR ELi

3
6

Mo.......;
"

1.25
2.50
5.00
10.00
25.00

;

Old or
New
2,000
6,000

i.5o
3.00

6.00
18,000
year
"
12.00
40,000
"
30.00
125,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL

1

2
5

NUEVO MEXICANO.

VOTES

PMCB

Old or
New
2.600
7,600
20,000

Mail

VOTES

1
2

6

year
"
"

Mail
l.oo

$

FOURTH PERIOD
From May 19th to May 24th,

Mo...

VOTES

1,800

2.00
6.00

5.000
18,000

Mail
.$ 1.25
.
2.50

Carrier

i

Mail
1

2
6

year
"
"

$

1.00

1.50
3.00

2.00
5.00

.

VOTES

Carrier

Old or
New
800

3,500
12,500

Nomination
Blank VOTE COUPON
The Santa Fe New Mexican's
$5,000.00

PRIZE

I

I
in

-COITTSST
$5,000.00

hereby nominate and past 5,000 votes for

The Santa Fe New Mexican's

$5,000.00 Prize Contest
100 VOTES

Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
Address

.

- .

as a candidate in
prize contest.

the Santa Fe

New Mexican's

great $5,000

This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and address properly filled in and mailed or delivered to the contest department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in
this contest. Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Clip this blank and send in today.
ONLY OM8 NOMINATION BUNK ACCEPTED FOR EACH

CANDIDATE
fx

0
CtIP THE

NOMINATED.

For Miss, Mr. or

Mrs-

HEADQUARTERS

ANOTHER FIRE RAGES.
Grand Rapids, Minn., April 16. Every able bodied man in the town has
been summoned to the timber east of
here where a forest fire is sweeping
toward the homes on the La Prairie
road. Before the fire department
reached the zone, George Moore's
home and
were destroyed.
Grand Rapids, Mich., April 16.
Practically all the citizens have responded to the call for help in an at- fire from threading
tempt to keep-thtoward the north and west. If the
wind should change to the east the
fire would sweep Grand Rapids.
A big paper mill here has been
closed down and 600 men and boys
employed in the mill, dispatched to
the scene to help keep the fire from
the town. The high school also has
been oUsed so that the older boys
might join in the battle.

HIGH-GRAD-

Ads

it

Address

E

WATCHES
"

::i

AND 7

CLOCKS
Time Pieces

That Are

Reliable!

II

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

(HIWE YOU?

e

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try

FOR

The

forest fire raging in Custer county is
said to be the worst in the history of
the Black Hills. The fire is 20 miles
long and 17 miles wide. The two
troops of cavalry from Port Meade
have gone to the scene to aid in fight
ing the flames. The town of Buffalo
,
Gap is said to he in danger.

USED

EVER
WEAR-EVE-

R

! in ii i
iMinuiTi

COOKING.

-

always

UTENSILS?
"WEAR-EVER- "
Aluminum Cooking Utensils speak for
themselves, prove their worth If given a fair tr'al.
They are stamped from THICK, hard, sheet aluminum
and are made without seam or solder. They can not.
V I ir- -l A 7 ruBI 00 10t contain ana can not lorm wirn fruit or
vegetable acids any poisonous compound food may
utensil without Injury, tha
stand In a "WEAR-EVER- "
XJpL
TRADEMARK um as In a glass or china dish. They are solid metal,
uninjured by sudden changes of temperature. They can not crack or
scale. They are practica'ly Indestructible.
,
Progressive, housewives are now studying as never before household economy seeking to know which food are pure and how they
may be made most healthful, which utenaile are safe and how the
most satisfactory service may be secured from them, and what articles
..
.
give most value for money expended.
WEAR-EVER

--

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled in. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, 5anta Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes.
'
Do not roll or fold. Mtil in flat packages.

COUPONS AND SEND THEM IN TODAY. IT I S NOT TOO LATE TO ENTER THE RACE, AND WIN THE VERY
HOWEVER, YOU HAVE NO TIME TO LOSE. CONTEST LASTS ONLY SEVEN WEEKS.

ABOVE

BEST PRIZE.

S. Dak., April 16.

Deadwood,

VOTES

PItlOE

Old or
New

Carrier

In-

Old or
Now
1,000
4,000
1
G.00
.
6.00
12,500
year..
.. 10.00 .12.00
30,000
. 25.00
30.00
100,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.

3
6

SPITZ,

Black Hills in South Dakota in Grip
of Flames; Two Troops of U. S.
Cavalry to Fight Them. V

clusive, the following votes will be
issued on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN.
PRICE

S.

THE
JEWELER

ADDBESS ALL STJBSORIPTIOITS

I1TQ,TJIIIES TO
CONTEST DEPARTMENT THE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M.
JISTJD

Are Your Trees
Strong and Healthy?
"RED APPLE PAINT'
will make them so.

April and May are the months for
painting your fruit trees for pro
tection from all kinds of Insects.
Try Rhoads' Patent Tree Paint.
add Guaranteed by .

Made

F. RHOADS,
J. NOVELTY
WORKS,
- ST.,
104 OALISTEO

Telephone IS7 W.

SANTA,FE,POl.

olv

,

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co. I

